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Joseph M. Giarratano, a prisoner committed to the custody of 

the Director of the Virginia Department of Corrections, hereby 

petitions His Excellency, Lawrence Douglas Wilder, Governor of the 

Commonwealth of Virginia, to exercise his constitutional powers of 

clemency, to amend the conditions of pardon previously granted to 

him, by providing that he be pardoned for the murder of Barbara and 

Michelle Kline and the rape of Michelle Kline upon the following 

conditions: (1) Mr. Giarratano waive his constitutional right to 

not be prosecuted twice for the same offense (i.e. his double 

jeopardy rights) as to each of these crimes, and (2) he agree to 

his being maintained in the custody of the Director for a period of 

one year, unless criminal charges as to these offenses be sooner 

instituted by the Commonwealth, or the Commonwealth specifically 

waives its right to retry him for these offenses. 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

Joseph Giarratano was convicted and sentenced to death, in the 

Circuit Court for the City of Norfolk, for the murder of Michelle 

Kline in February, 1979, and to terms of life imprisonment for the 

rape of Michelle and the murder of her mother, Barbara Kline. 

Although not pleading guilty, he did not contest the evidence 

' against him, presenting instead a defense of insanity that had no 

support in the evidence. Joe's conviction was based largely on a 

series of confessions which, in his previous clemency petition, he 

demonstrated conclusively were the product of suggestion by law 

enforcement authorities, to which he was particularly susceptible 
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given his years of physical, mental and substance abuse. His trial 

counsel made no effort to investigate the question of his client's 

guilt. 

Although Mr. Giarratano attempted to litigate the questions of 

competency in his post-conviction proceedings, he was unsuccessful 

in even obtaining an evidentiary hearing as to such matters. After 

exhausting his judicial remedies, Mr. Giarratano petitioned for 

clemency. In that document, he proposed that the Governor grant 

him a full pardon, conditioned upon his waiver of his double 

jeopardy rights. In this manner, Giarratano proposed the 

Commonwealth could retry him or, if it so chose, free him. 

Giarratano demonstrated that this proposal was practical and legal, 

a position endorsed by Professor Lawrence Tribe of the Harvard 

University School of Law. 

In response to this clemency request, the Governor commuted 

Giarratano's death sentence to life imprisonment. However, he also 

delegated his authority to the Attorney General to, upon petition 

by Giarratano and in her sole discretion, join with Giarratano in 

a petition to the courts seeking a new trial. Before the day was 

out, however, the Attorney General rejected the possibility of such 

a petition. She did so despite the fact that she had yet to be 

petitioned by Giarratano and did not even know what evidence had . 
been presented to the Governor to justify his decision. The result 

having been predetermined, Giarratano did not submit such a 

petition to the Attorney General. 
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THE PRESENT REQUEST 

Since the commutation of his sentence, the Giarratano defense 

team has continued its extensive investigation into his case. As 

the enclosed report indicates, that investigation has ultimately 

been frustrated by the disappearance of witnesses and the absolute 

refusal of law enforcement and prosecutorial authorities to provide 

him with information. As a result, although he has been able to 

develop additional information, he has not been able to ultimately 

solve the puzzle of the Klines' death. 

Having been summarily denied the opportunity to demonstrate to 

the Attorney General or the courts his entitlement to a new trial, 

Mr. Giarratano now returns to the Governor seeking a remedy for his 

dilemma. As previously, Mr. Giarratano has no interest in 

thwarting the Commonwealth's ability to reprosecute him if it so 

chooses. He is prepared to stipulate to chains of custody and to 

the existence of evidence which may now have disappeared. Indeed, 

following the commutation of his sentence, Mr. Giarratano 

unsuccessfully sought a court order to preserve the evidence in the 

Commonwealth's possession, which effort was opposed by the 

Commonwealth. Nevertheless, he remains willing to stipulate to 

documented evidence which may not have been preserved. 

Mr. Giarratano's original proposal for a conditional pardon 

remains viable. As he demonstrated in his original petition, the 

Governor of Oregon has employed a similar device in a non-capital 

case. Despite the attempts by the Attorney General to miscast this 

request as one for ·an order for a new trial, which plainly is 
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beyond the Governor' s power, Mr. Giarratano' s request in fact 

involves nothing more than a classic exercise of the Governor's 

unfettered power to issue pardons and to condition such pardons as 

he sees fit. 

Giarratano demonstrated at the time that his waiver of his 

double jeopardy rights would be enforceable. Notwithstanding the 

contrary suggestion of the Attorney General, it is plain from the 

material previously submitted to the Governor that Mr. Giarratano 

is free to waive that right. Furthermore, if Mr. Giarratano did 

protest the enforceability of his waiver, the condition of the 

pardon would fail and the amendment he now seeks would be a 

nullity. Thus, there is simply no possibility that the parties' 

intent to permit a new trial to go forward could be thwarted by Mr. 

Giarratano. 

Absent intervention by the Governor, there is no prospect that 

Mr. Giarratano will ever be able to have the retrial he seeks, nor 

will the public have the opportunity to have the case determined, 

for the first time, on the merits in a court of law. Furthermore, 

it is likely that Mr. Giarratano will spend most if not all of his 

life in prison, since, given the nature of the offenses of which he 

has been convicted, parole is unlikely, despite his record of 

accomplishment since his pardon, as detailed in the materials 

attached to this petition. 

sought by Mr. Giarratano 

If, indeed, the conditional pardon 

is forthcoming, the citizens of the 

Commonwealth will, for the first time, be able to see the evidence 

which the Commonwealth has been unwilling to reveal. 
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The Governor's original intent was to facilitate a new trial. 

That intent was thwarted unceremoniously by an Attorney General who 

was absolutely committed to the proposition that Mr. Giarratano was 

guilty and unwilling to even consider the possibility that a 

mistake had been made. There remains this final opportunity to 

correct the wrong and to provide for a just result, regardless of 

the ultimate outcome. 

On behalf of Joseph Giarratano, therefore, we ask that the 

original pardon granted to him be amended as described above. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kevin R. Appel, Esq. 

Mike Farrell 

Marie Deans 

~ wfc ~+tfnr, f1>pcl 
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Joseph Giarratano asks that the Governor exercise his clemency 

power to facilitate the relief which the judicial system should 

have afforded him: a new trial. The Governor has the power to 

pardon Mr. Giarratano fully for the crime for which he was 
j 

convicted. Mr. Giarratano does not seek a full pardon. Rather, 

he seeks a limited or conditional pardon: relief from his judgment 

of conviction which explicitly p~eserves the right of the 

Commonwealth to retry him on the same charges within a reasonable 

oeri6d of time. . . 

Mr. Giarratano asks for a limited pardon, because it is the 

appropriate remedy for the wrongs in his case. 

The judicial system has failed to achieve its most fundamental 

goal in the case of Mr. Giarratano. It has allowed hi~ to b~. 

convicted and sentenced to death, and has cleared the way for his 

execution, despite the emergence of substantial doubt about hi~ 

guilt. Some of the evidence giving rise to this doubt was 

available at the time of trial but could not be appreciated. Some 

of it was not available at the time of trial. Over the course qf 

post·-trial judicial proceedings, however, all of the available 

evidence has emerged and "all of the previous 'barriers to" ·'its . 

consideration have disappeared. Nevertheless, the judicial syst~m 

has failed to provide the new trial that justice demands when we 

can no longer be co~fident that a condemned person is guilty. 

The purpose of this petition is to review the evidence against 

Mr. Giarratano, to show how it raises rather than resolves 
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questions a..ov~.~. ... .,..__ .., -

system and how they have allowed Mr. Giarratano to reach the brink 

of execution despite the emergence of substantial doubt about his 

guilt, and to assure the-Governor that his clemency powers are 

broad enough and flexible enough to provide the relief which Mr. 

Giarratano seeks. 

This process must begin, however, with an understanding of the 

life of Joe Giarratano -- what he faced as he grew up, how it 

shaped him, the kind of person he was at the time the crime 

occurred, the person he has become since then. We must begin.he~e, 

because the doubt about Mr. Giarratano's guilt rests in some 

important measure upon who he is. 

At trial, Mr. Giarratano was the Commonwealth's chief witness -.' 

against himself; even more, he was the real prosecutor. Within 

thirty-six hours of the murders of Barbara and Michelle· Kline, 

before Mr. Giarratano was a suspect, he sought out a police officer 

and confessed to killing the Klines. Prior to this moment, no one 

had pointed a finger at h_m, no one had sought his arrest for the 

murders of the Klines, no one had confronted him in a police 

interrogation room. _His own profound sense. of guilt propelled him 

to find a police officer and to confess·. .·He did confess I over ·and 

over again, but he also did more. He refused to defend himself. 

In his mind, he was guilty and deserved to die. He tried to take 

his own life several times before trial. Failing that, he 

orchestrated his defense to assure l~is death. He refused to plead 

guilty in exchange for a life sentence. Afraid t.ha t even an 
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unt;ouu. ... ._.._..., •• __ 

assured ~is conviction by opting for a bench trial and asserting 

a defense that had no factual support. Upon conviction, he asked 

that the judge sentence hilll to death. 

so compelling was Mi-. Giarratano's prosecution of himself that 

no one involved in his case at trial -- police officers, defense 

counsel, prosecutor, Central State Hospital staff, defense 

psychiatrist, or judge -- entertained the possibility that he might 

not be guilty. No one stepped back and C'.sked, "Could his 

confessions be unreliable? Could they be the product of his 

imagination rather than his recollection? Could his profound sense 

of guilt be driven by a deluded process that made him think.he had 

committed two murders. when he had not, rather than a realization 

that what he knew he did was horrible?" 

The questions were finally asked but not until several years 

after Mr. Giarratano's trial. The reason they were finally asked 

was Mr. Giarratano himself. He did not ask them. He caused others 

tc ask them because of who he was and who he had become over the 

course of a number of years on Virginia's death row. Accordingly, 

we begin with Mr. Giarratano. 

PART ONE: 

The Life of Joseph Giarratano -- A Story 
of ~or.ment, Frailty, Survival, and Dignity 

· .. ·.··.· 

Joe Giarratano's childhood was a nightmare come true. The 

very hands that should have held him in a safe, nurturing embrace 

instead kept him at a distance, battered him, ridiculed him, and 
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:' .· .. 

by his mother and her friends, and sexual abuse by·h~s stepfath~r. 

His "homen was infested with drugs and alcohol and served." as: a 

haven and party house for drug-dealers involved in the Ward/Von 

Eberstein/Lehder drug ring. At best he was ignored~ at worst he •.' -.. 
... 

was ~ortured there. .· 
.• ~ 

As United States District Judge Robei:t Doumar summarized in 

his order of June 25, 1986: "When he (Joe] was three or four years 

old, she (Carol Parise) would leave him alone for days at a time 

in their New York apartment. Drug dealers and other felons were 

frequent visitors in their home and a frequent source of 

•amusement' for his ·mother and her 'friends' was to beat Giarratano 

with broom handles, baseball bats and other weapons. His life was 

threatened by both his mother and her visitors. He was burned. 

. ·. 

He was shocked with a cattle prod. He was handcuffed to a fence · ~ 

at night .•.. " Appendix, hereafter "App., at 14-15. 1 0 .. : 

Carol Parise blamed Joe for everything that was wrong, from .. 
~ .. 

there not being enough money to his not taking on the_: - full·.· 
• I ·:.· ' 

resp_onsibili ty of being the "man" of the house ·when he was 15 :and:_ ·. _:: ;-
. . ..... · .... 

~: .. -~-:. : :: ·: . 
. ·' . his stepfather· died. 

. ·, .... 
.. . . . .. 

• ••• 0 • 

Joe was a chubby little boy and has remained: -~ve~erg:ht ail;·:·.,.-: :·: :~ 
his life. As far back as Joe can remember, his 

;-. ·. ·=: .· ..... •. • ... 
mot~e~'_s:."pet'! na~e-·>:· · ,. 

. ·,:: . ·. _.:_-.· .. ' ':. ':- : . ;- ... ·-·.. : ::_ : 
• ..:. 0 •• : • ~ ••••• 

. ... .. . ~- ·. . . . :.. . 
... . , . ~ .: . ~- . 

In th~ three-volume Appendix to the.' petitiorrj ·_Mr· •. : 
Giarratano has ~ncluded all the documents from th_e ·record in .. his.·. 
case which bear upon his request for a condi tiona~ par9-on ... :. ._.: ,:· ·, .; ·. ·. · 

\. ·. . ·. 

··.• ·. 

·•.·· ·.-· ... : .. ·· 
·:· .. ; . . . .... 
. . ;· .. 

. . - . . . . . . . . . : : .. ·. 

. . 



for him was ".t'.l.Y • -··- ---- -

and constantly told him he couldn't do anything right. 

The sexual abuse Joe suffered began as "fondling" when he was 

eight or nine years old, and graduated to full-blown rape which was 

repeated again and again until his stepfather died. App. 688-89. 

At an early age, Joe began trying to escape the horror and 

shame of the abuse to which he was subjected by running uway from 

home. App. 619. Social Service authorities recognized, at least 

as early as 1973, that his home environment was unhealthy and some 

attempts were made to find an alternative home; but Joe always was 

returned to his mother's guardianship. See App. 49, 51. 

When running away failed to provide the escape he so 

desperately needed, and.when authorities consistently returned him 

to a _life of physical, psychological and sexual abuse, Joe, at 

eleven years old, turned to drugs, the escape that was most readily 

available in his home. If he, as a child, could not escape the 

abuse, drugs, at least, could dull the pain. By his early teen 

years Joe Giarratano had becomt:! severely addicted to drugs and 

alcohol. App. 57-69 (Affidavits of D. Hogan, F. Mitchell, L.T. 

Hogan, William Odom, Glenn Rogero}; App. 72, 75-77 (Florida Prison 

Record) • · ·. ·. · ; .. ·' 

Even this cursory look at the horror of Joe's childhood, o~. 

his attempts to escape and of his retreat to drugs at such an early 

age stands as a poignant counterpoint to Judge McNamara's 

legalistic observation in sentencing Joe to death, that "[b]y 

becoming a habituate of drugs and alcohol one does not cloak 
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600. 

Judge McNa::nara discounted the mitigating significance of Joe's 

addictions and drug and alcohol use. The courts have referred to 

Joe's substance abuse as "voluntary". 

Yet, under the circumstances of this child's life, especially 

given his thwarted attempts to escape by running away, no one can 

fairly say that he turned to drugs and alcohol volunturily, chose 

to become addicted, or chose to expand and prolong his substance 

abuse. Rather, he was driven to drugs and alcohol in the same way 

a terminally ill person in acute, persistent, physical and 

emotional pain would be. 

At the age of 14, Joe was charged with possession of 

marijuana. Just two months later, he was caught again with 
. . 

marijuana. Less than a month later he was caught sniffing paint 

thinner. Two months later, his probation was revoked for school 

truancy and he was committed for a few months to Dozier School, 

Division of Youth Services. See App. 799-800. Unfortunately, he 

was returned to his mother's home. 

In 1973, wheri ·Joe was 15, his stepfather died, removing one · .. 

abuser from his life·. However, experts have found that ca~cyin~~-. 

the secret of the acts can be more damaging in some respects than 

the acts themselves. See M. Hunter, Abused Boys: The Neglected 

Victims of Sexual Abuse, Chapter 4. 

Shortly after Joe's. stepfather died, Joe made a very.serious 

suicide attempt by overdosing on d~gs and severely slashing his 

6 
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University Hospital under the care of Dr. Donald s. Beacock (now 

deceased). See App. 31-55. Because carol Parise reported that 

Joe's only drug problem was that he "OD[s) when he wants 

attention," however, App. 45, Dr. Beacock was not aware (as were 

Joe's neighbors and friends) of the extent of Joe's addictions. 

see App. 57-69 (affidavits of neig~ors and friends). 

or. Beacock was aware and duly noted that Joe's mother 

projected guilt onto Joe and was so hostile to her son that Dr. 

Beacock ordered that her visits be severely restricted and closely 

supervised. App. 46. The hospital staff attempted to find foster 

placement for Joe outside of Carol Parise's guardianship, but those 

attempts failed, and once again Joe was returned to the environment 

from which he was trying so desperately to escape. App. 47, 49, 

51. 

Records from this hospitalization show Joe to be a seriously 

depressed child. App. 40-42. While hospitalized he was involved 

in individual and group therapy and maintained on Librium and 
. . 

Thorazine. App. 40. Under the discharge plan, Joe was to meet 

monthly with the "Alpha Team" and to remain on Li.brium. Id .. ' · ··. · · · .. "..~ 

.A child of 15 needs a parent or ~ardian to ·fill prescri~tloris: .. · .... 

for Librium and see that he gets to his monthly counseling . 

meetings. Carol Parise did neither. 

Had there been apy real intervention or 
. -.. 

even the minimal 

intervention of monthly counseling and maintenance on Librium from 

age 15, Joe might have learned to cope with the ·brutality of his 
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addiction. Instead, Joe was forced to deal with the effects of 

long-term physical and sexual abuse alone, while still being 

victimized by his mother and her fr~ends and while his addictions 

to drugs and alcohol intensified. 

Four months after his discharge from University Hospital, Joe 

was charged with carrying a concealed weapon and returned to 

Dozier. App. 800. He escaped a ·little over a year later wit~1 

three other boys. Id. They were caught in Georgia with a stoler 

car ·and a weapon and Joe and one other boy were sent to adult 

prison. By accident, in prison, Joe met his biological 

father. Joe's record in prison was good, App. 73, 76-7, and in 

November of 1976 he was paroled once again to the supervision ·of 

his mother. 

The Odom, Wilder and Rogero affidavits attest to Joe's heavy 

use of drugs and alcohol-and how that usage escalated after 1976. 

They also attest to the blackouts Joe suffered from as early as 

a~e 14 or 15 and how these blackouts increased. 

Odom recalls that Joe • s use of drugs "was on the verge of 

killing him •. He was living on that ragged edge in danger at any 

time ·of t·akirig too much of an overdose. " 

recalls· Joe's blackouts and his being "laid out in the front yard 

unconscious." Id. 

Wilder, who was Joe's roommate for the year and a half before 

Joe left Florida for Virginia, App. 66, recalls that Joe used 

excessive amounts _of drugs and consumed large quantities of whiskey . . ' 
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Wilder also recalls that Joe lapsed into "comas" and went through 

periods of time when he had absolutely no awareness of anything 

that might have happened. Id. 

one of the most remarkable aspects of Joe's life was that, 

despite the brutality directed toward him, he did not become brutal 

himself. Friends and neighbors attest that throughout Joe's life, 

even under the most intense addiction, he was a good and non-

violent person. 

L. T. Hogan, a neighbor, says: "Joe wasn't a bad kid and he 

wasn't a fighter .••• It is really tragic to see a young boy like 

Joe try so hard to make it, but because of ·circumstances, be 

subjected to. bad influences at a time when he needed support a·nd 

stability." App. 62. 

William Odom, who lived with Joe and his family off and on 

from 1973 to 1978, says Joe tried to protect himself by acting like 

a tough guy, but it was a front. App. 64. In talking with the 

investigator, Odom brought up on his own an incident we did not 

know he knew something about -- the single incident of so-called 

violent behavior in Joe's record. On November 3, 1977, . Joe. was : : .... 
. :: .· .. . 

charg~d . with battecy of a . iaw erifo~cem~nt officer,· .. : ag.gra;,J.afed ::·: '·~·. 

assault, ... resist_ing with violence and disorderly 
- .·. . ·. . . arrest 

intoxication. The fact that all charge~ were dropped except for 

one count of batte~ and Joe recei;ed 18 months probation, see App. 

800, made it clear that this incident was not nearly as violent ~s 

the cold charges implied, but we knew nothing more about the 
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Odom told us, "As I was fighting with the bouncer [of "The 

still", the bar where Joe's mother worked], out of the corner of 

my eye I saw someone coming at me from behind. Before he reached 

me Joe stopped him. He didn't have to, but I was his friend and 

I was in trouble. Things got real quick after that. In just a few 

minutes the law was there. Then he [Joe] did something I'll never 

forget. He knew I was in a whole lot of trouble because I was AWOL 

from the military, so he took the heat off me by taking on the 

police ••. even though it was me who got into the fight with the 

bouncer in the first place. Joe was not the kind of person who 

would go out and get into fights ..•. " App. 63-64. We asked Joe 

why he had never told anyone the true story of this incident •. ·rt 

was because he was continuing to protect Mr. Odum, regardless of 

his own situation. 

· Scott Wilder says, "It shocked me when I heard about the crime 

Joe is supposed to have committed. I still can't bring myself to 

believe that Joe did it. I was close to Joe for that year and a 

half just before the crime was committed and I came to know him 

really well~ . I don't believe Joe is capable of killing· anybody. 
-

He is not a:·violent person. In all .the· time I knew him, .I never ... 

saw him. in a_fight. In fact, I never even saw him lose his temper 
. . 

once ...• I am ha~py to hear that people are working hard on Joe's 

behalf. I hope.they discover what I came to know·and still belie~e 

about Joe -- that he is not the kind of person who would ever do 

violence to another human being." App. 67. 
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was and, in another unsolicited comment, Rogero, a lifetime friend 

of Joe's, saw straight through to the core of Joe's case. 

Rogero says, "I lJelieve Joe is the kind of guy who is capable 

of confessing to something he didn't do because deep down inside 

he is a really good person. I can understand that if he was 

confused about something and he suspected he had done something how 

he might confess to it. He would probably assume he did it and 

confess to it because he would not be able to live with himself.if 

he had any idea that he had done it." App. 69. 

Without an understanding of the effects of childhood abuse 

and drug and alcohol blackouts, most people who have led relatively 

normal lives wo~ld not understand why a person would assume they 

did something as horrible as killing two people and gci on to 

confess to such a crime. Rogero understands why Joe would confess 

to something he didn't do because Rogero knows Joe. 

Whether Joe woke up in the apartment and found ·"Toni" and 

Michelle's bodies, as he believes, or he learned of their death~-

in some other way (such as coming into the apartment after they 

had been killed or being told of their murders, as Doctors MacKeith 
. .. . 

and Gudjonsson suspect}, he knew his"friends had been murdered· and 

he felt responsible for their deaths. 

Why? The effects of physical and sexual abuse on a child 

depend cin a "multituda" of factors ·.-::and on the .individual ~n.iid~·· 

Factors which determine the extent of the trauma include how 

prolonged and frequent the abuse was; how intrusive (penetration 

l.l. 



versus "fondling .. J i ............ ------

relationship of the abuser, and whether other adults around the 

child ignore, deny or tolerate the abuse. In Joe's case he was on 

the far end of the continuum on each of these scales. See 

generally, M. Hunter, AbUSed Boys: The Neglected Victims of Sexual 

Abuse, chapter 4; D. Schetky and A. Green, Child Sexual Abuse, 

Chapter 3. 
. 

The abused child needs to make sense out of what is happening 

to him. In order to do so he frequently reasons that there must 

be something wrong with him: he must be bad or worthless. Taking 

the blame helps the child believe he has some control.· If he can 

just stop being bad, the abuse will stop. In fact, the child has 

no control. -In the case of a parent or.guardian being the abuser, 

the child is an object under the power of the person or persons on 

whom he is most dependent. ~ M. Hunter, op. cit. ; D. Schetky and 

A. Green, op. cit. 

Abused children are· taught that they have no right to feel 

angry or afraid about ...... lat has been vdone to them, and so they come 

to believe their emotions ·are bad and they need to be in control 

of them at all times or they will "go crazy" or become violent •. · .. 

The child learns to cope with the abuse by dissociat~n_g_. -

compartmentalizing parts of the personality or body. "You can hurt 

my body; but-not the real me." 
.. . . ·. 

Over time dissociating creates 

memory problems, causing victims to "lose" large blocks of time 

from their childhood. These experiences of distrust of one's 
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emot:~on::o Q..u .... -----.. -

mind i~ faulty and not to be trusted. Id. 

The emotional results of child abuse include: 

Fear - demonstrated in nightmares, mistrust of others, vague 

feelings that something bad is going to happen, fear of authority 

and panic attacks. 

Shame -which is related to a person•s self rather than to an 

experience. Shame causes the victim to view himself as horrible 

rather than as someone to whom something horrible was done. 

·Guilt - which causes the victim to always believe he has done 

something wrong. 

The behavioral aspects of child abuse are self-punishment, 

suicide attempts and suicidal ideation,. and substance abuse to 

medicate emotions and repress memories. Id. 

The abhorrent abuse perpetrated on Joe Giarratano and his 

attempts to cope with that abuse instilled in him an awesome burden 

of guilt and the confirmed belief that he was a bad person who 

could not trust his own mind, memory and emotions. 

Drug and alcohol blackouts, of which Joe had long been aware, 

further compounded his distrust of his mind and memory. . .. : 

According to- Dr·. James Hi-ll·; a specialist on. alcoho-liS!n, su~h . ·. · 

a blackout entails a complete lack of memory for events of a 
, 

certain time span., Emerging from the blackout, the individual tries 

. t6 ascertain what happened duri-ng 'the blackout by sear6hing' fbr"'··.

clues and by imagining some plausible sequence of events. When be 

emerges from the blackout or amnesia, 11 if all is not well, he will 
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relieve the dread and quilt." App. so. 

Joe Giarratano had been conditioned for 2~ years to assume 

guilt for anything bad that happened to him or around him. For 

Joe, it was a perfectly normal reaction to assume guilt for the 

murders of "Toni" and Michelle Kline and go on to "confess" to 

those murders. 

By ~979 the cumulative effects of long-term physical, 

psyr.hological and sexual abuse and the years of extraordipary . 

substance abuse had culminated in mental illness for Joe. 

However he learned of "Toni" and Michelle's deaths, he felt 

responsible, and convinced himself that he was worse than horrible; 

he was evil and had to be killed. Being so convinced, he did 
:• 

everything he could to convince others or carry out the job .. 

himself. He attempted suicide twice in the Norfolk City Jail. 

App. 612. 

Sent to Central State Hospital for a pretrial competency 

evaluation because of the first saicide attempt, on February 17, 

1979 he told Dr. Ryans he had been violent in prison, ·tearing a· bed 

out of a wall, beating down the wall ·and beating "the hell ·out· o·f · · 
•• 0 

a security officer~·.. App. 82. His p~ison a~d other reco.rd.s · ·~h~w .. 
no such incident ever happened. See App. 71-77. He also told Or. 

Ryans that if he tried to kill himself and the aides tried to stop 

· .. 

hlm, he'd kill the aides~ 
. .-· ~· . ·~ 0 ·· ..... 

I 

.. 

App. 82. 

On February 22, Joe did attempt suicide at Central ·state and 

the aides did stop him. He did not harm them in any way. ~ App. 
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From the day of his arrest, throughout his trial and for his . 

first four years on death row, Joe was adlninistered Thorazine, at 

times up to 900 mg. per day, and other psychotropic drugs. ~' 

~I App. 85. 

Following his direct appeal in 1980, Joe again. attempted 

suicide and fought efforts to continue his appeals. After surgery, 

hospitalization at Central State and many hours of visits and 

telephone calls from Dr. Showalter, Professor Richard Eonnie and 

Lloyd Snook, Jo~ allowed a petition for habeas carpus to be filed 

in state court. 

Lloyd Snook described his first encounter with Joe during this 

period·: "When I first met Joe, he --huffled into the room and sat .. .- ... ·: · 
. : 

down at the table across from me. Although the temperature was 

over 90 degrees, he was shivering. From the very beginning Joe was 

a basket case. He was nervous, paranoid, sometimes actively 

delusional, and often angry at me for talking him into continuing 

his appeals. It was obvious to me that the psychiatric diagnoses 

were largely accurate - that Joe was under great stress, that he 

was on the verge of psychosis, that he was suicidal - but that, ·he·.· 
. .. . ~ .. 

was 

committed, and that he believed he did not deserve to live because . 

of those crimes." App. 97. 
. . . . . - . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . ; ... ; ... ·. ~ ... 

Joe· continued h{s. ··appeals, not for himself· but because. he 

believed his testimony would be helpful to others~- in the 

Mecklenburg conditions suit. App. 98. As soon as he believed he 
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was no ..1.ong~::.o. u,.____ -- -
Id. In an effort to appear competent, he also began to refuse all 

psychotropic drUgs p~escribed for him by the prison psychiatrist. 

In August, 1983, Joe was transferred to the death house in 

Richmond to assess his competency to waive his appeals. During 

his three months there, Lloyd Snook and Marie Deans spent hundreds 

of hours counseling him. App. 110-111. Joe was often delusional, 

experiencing auditory and visual h_illucinations. · App. 106-.107. 

When he was rational he would argue that he had to be evil to do 

what he had done. 

Joe also was going through a spiritual crisis. He was so 

deeply remorseful that he could not believe that even God could 

forgive him. Not wanting to offend God further, he· tried 

desperately to rationalize that by dropping his appeals he was not 

committing suicide. He read the Bible and every book he could get 

on catholic doctrine. He questioned Bishop Sullivan, the Catholic 

Chaplain. and _anyone who would talk with him about his religious 

concerns, seeking reassurance that he was not committing suicide 

(the ultimate sin in Cathol~cism). When the Catholic Chaplain told 

him he was committing suicide, Joe burst into tears. 
. .. 

He ·spent hours talldmj to and ·questi'oning Marie Deans ~b~ut 

Michelle and "Toni" Kline. 2 
. . . . He told Ms. Deans that he had_said 

bad things about "Toni" and Michelle, hurting them even after he 
. .-·· .. ••. . .!·. :. ~-- • : ·. . ... 

had killed them, and assured Ms. Deans that that was further proof 

- 2 
. . Ms. Deans • Mother-in-Law was murdered by an escaped 

conv~ct ~n 1972, and she is the founder of a national organization 
of murder victims' families. 
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company. He was confounded when Ms. Deans, who had worked -with 
. . 

hundreds of men on death row in th~ South, told him that, on the 

contrary, she had not met anyone on any death row who grieved for 

their victims as he did or who demonstrated such genuine remorse. 

over the course of Ms. Deans' and Mr. Snook's counseling, 

Joe began to reveal details iwout the abuse he had suffered. App. 

98-99; 111-114. They began to realize the extent of Joe's memory 

proDlems and learned that part of Joe's determination to be killed 

came from his amnesia. Although he was convinced that he had 

killed "Toni" and Michelle, he had no idea how, why or what 

actually happened. Understandably, this was incredibly frightening 

for Joe. App. 98. 

Although .Joe resisted their efforts to make him accept 

himself as the good person they believed him to be, he did begin 

to listen to their assurances that even on death row there were 
' 

ways that he could help others. 

Joe was returned to death row at Mecklenburg the last day of 

october. In early November, Joe developed a very bad toothache. 

After s_evera~ days _of his requests to see the dentist b~ing denied, . .-_ -.... 
... .. -.• 

Joe refused · to· g~ ·back, i~to ·hi~ .. celi ·after breakfast, saying··. h~·· -.:- .. ' 
wouldn't go in until the guards took him to see the dentist_. . The

riot squad came to the pod threatening to put him back in his cell 
. · .. ·· 

by-force. 

squad gassed Joe, shot mace into his eyes and subdued him by force. 

On November 30, after ~iewing a videotape of this incident, Mr. 
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See App. ~~, ----

over this incident and donated his settlement reward to the 

Virginia coalition on Jails and Prisons.) Later that same day, Joe 

picked up his appeals, not because his struggle was· over, but 

because he had become determined to win that struggle and make a 

contribution. 

In spite of the struggle Joe went through to overcome his 

addictions and mental illness; in spite of having.to teach himself . 

to compensate for his neurological problems; in spite of having to 

·deal with the _long-term effects of his childhood ab1;1se ~ ·and in 

Spite Of facing h~S Own death SentenCe 1 JOe IS primary COnCern 
.. 

became, not himself and his problems, but the men on death.row and. 

their problems. 

Many in the country know of Joe's class action suit, Murray 

v Giarratano, in which he formulated, filed and led a First 

Amendment claim to secure counsel for death row inmates. 

Few of those familiar with ~Murray v Giarratano know the 
..... · ,_. 

personal history of the case. Joe had written a memo on the theory 

of the claim and sent it out to severaJ. cie~th·penalty ·laWyers~·· ._The- .- · · 

impetus fo"r jo~ :bri~q-inc/the -s~lt wa~ his de~~rmi~-~~i~n·. t~ ""saZ:e-·th~·. <·:·: 

life of Earl Washington, a reta~ded, f_unc~ionally_ illiter~te! __ -~l.a<?~ ..... 

man on Virginia's death row. When over a hundred lawyers and iaw· 
.. . . . ... · .. ·"·.". . ... . . . .~ ·. . ....... ~ ... :, .• ·-· ": • ..... . ·--:. ·: .. •· .: . .. ~. . •... • .· • :. .. ·~· -~ -::. "'. : ••.. : .... ~: ~ •· ... ·I • . 

firms in Virginia and across the c£ountry refused t~ represent .·Earl,·· .. 

Joe did not curse the lawyers or the system. · Instead, Joe took 

personal responsibility, for Earl _Washington and went to work to 
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!;:)d.VC • ._...,._, -----

The man who years before decided to take_ the heat to. protect 

his friend, William Odom, took on the Commonwealth of Virginia to 

save Earl Washington. The concern for others always had been part 

of Joe•s character. Now he knew how to show that concern in a way 

that would help many. 

Most people are not aware of h0\1 often Joe has intervened 

when the system has failed his fellow inmates on death row. 

Most are not aware of Gia~ratano v. Bass, an earlier access 

case in which the settlement Joe agreed upon was the right ·to 

confidential legal visits, mail and phone calls for all death row 

inmates. 

Nor are they aware of the petitions for certiorari, mo.tions 

to stay the mandate, motions for extension of time and- other 

actions Joe has taken over the years to challenge the legitimacy 

of the convictions and death sentences of his fellow death row 

inmates. 
. 

They are ~ot aware of the many lawyers and law students Joe 

advises, encourages: counsels and supports . 

. T.hey . are n9t: aware .. of the hundreds of hours Joe has spent: 
.. 

coU:nseling .men: on: de.ath. row who ::ar'e sui.cidal or angcy enough to . 

attack a guard or inmate. 

They are no~ aware of the three troubled teenagers Joe has 

·-

They are. not aware of his enormous contributions to the 

Virginia Coalition on Jails and Prisons and other organizations. 

1.9 
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In his dissent in Giarratano v. Murray, Juage na..J..J. .... .~ ........... 

contributions: "Surely, the majority cannot suggest that 

Giarratano is typical of Virginia death row inmates. Giarratano 

has risen to the level of a 'jailhouse lawyer' and has been 

instrumental in helping other inmates with their post-conviction 

proceedings •••• It is clear from the record that Virginia has 

abrogated its duty to provide meaningful access by depending upon 

Giarratano and Marie Deans (Execut..~.ve Director of the Virginia 

Coalition on Jails and Prisons) to provide the legal assistance 

required by Bounds to death row inmates." App. 147. 

They are not aware because Joe doesn't talk about his good 

deeds. He doesn't even view these expressions of his concern for 

others as good deeds. He sees them ·simply as jobs that need to_be 

done, and so he does them. 

When Joe is not doing legal work, he is either reading or 

writing. He is a student of Tocqueville, Locke, Jefferson, Hume 

and the American Constitution, which he knows, understands and 

loves as few Americans do. He is also a student of theology, 

especially Kierkegaard, Bonhoeffer and Barth. · His favorite 

"leisure" readii?-g is Dostoievsky, Faulkner, Camus and Pirsig. Part 

of ·the punis~~nt -J~e- e~dures .is .. hot having anyone around hi~ :with 

whom he can discuss the books he reads and the ideas they engender . 
. 

Joe•s writings have touched the lives of many people. He has 

pubLi~·iied' ~rt"icle-~ ~n th.~--i~w·; the ·.de.ath penaltY·>·p~i~6·n··;~fo-~ ~nd· 

is currently writing a law review article on the 9th Amendment. 

Another law review arti~le will be published in the Spring volume 
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of the Yale LaW Journa~. 

honest articles- Joe has written about death row. These have been 

widely published in books and magazines. Joe wrote these articles 

privately and sent them only to Marie Deans. It was onlr after Ms. 

Deans persuaded him that they could help people on death row that 

he allowed them to be published. A sampling of Joe's writings is 

included in the appendix, at 150-209. 

The facts of Joe's case have gained wide support for a new 

trial. Eighteen editorials and numerous columns have been 

published in Virginia newspapers calling for a new trial or, at 

the very least, commutation to allo•.; Joe to prove his innocence. 

The Washington Post published an editorial calling for clemency 

for Joe. Over a hundred articles have appeared in newspapers in 

Virginia, the United States, Europe and Canada. See, e.g., App. 

211-240. 

In June of 1989, Amnesty International published "The Risk of 

Executing the Innocent," which focused on Joe and Ronald Monroe. 

App. 242-264~ On Octob<:!r 23, 1990, John G. Healey, Executive 
. . .. 

Director of Amnesty International USA, wrote the Washington ·Post 

that 11
·[ i] nte~ational law holds that someone may be sentencep. to 

· death only ·when th.er~ is • clear· and convincing· eviden~e-. ·,:_ · The-:·new. ·.:, · ~' 
evidence, if considered, casts serious doubts on the. correctness 

of his conviction. Amnesty International USA believes U.s. courts 

should ·do · ju~ti.c~ ... by .. consider.-ing · evidence· ... th~t- may:, :pr~ve Mr·. · · .. :. ., · .. 

Giarratano innocent." App. 265. 

In August, an ad hoc committee of supporters formed GRACE 
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(Giarratano Review Ac~~on ~omm~~~=~J· ~ ~~~- --· _ 

to draw the public's attention to the case in order to cause the 

disclosure of all evidence and to ensure that a fair trial be held. 

Id. Early members included James J. Kilpatrick, Joseph Rauh, Jr., 

Ed Garvey, Richard Viguerie, Oliver Stone, Jack Lemmon, George 

McGovern, former Commonwealth Attorney Douglas K. Baumgardner, 

Delegate Samuel Glasscock and Senator Thomas J. Michie, Jr. Today 

the list has grown to include members such as Benjamin R. 

civiletti, Bishops Sullivan and Vache, Virgini~ Senators Colgan, 

stallings and Kevin Miller. See App. 268-274. Also included in 

GRACE are a number of national and regional organizations, 

including American Baptist Churches, U.S.A., National Black Police 

Association, and Reedville Fisherman's Association. See App. 272, 

294-296. European support includes the European Parliament, Dutch 

Association of Criminal Lawyers, the former Prime Minister of 

Ireland and thirteen European parliamentarians. See App. 273-274, 

298. 

Perhaps even more impressive is the support Joe, the man, has 

gained. 

Former . Attorney General of Maryland, Steven H. Sachs,· a·. 

proponent of the··death penalty, said in ·a March 15, 1990 · letter· b::s'" · .. · · · 

Attorney ~~nera;t Mary Sue Terry: "He (Joe] is sensitive •. · He is 

kind and considerate. He has enormous compassion for those less 
. . 

fort.unat.e, if. y~u .. will, .th~n hims.eif.· 'H~- act~ 'o~ th~s~ b~lie.fs···and 

freely gives his time, energy and talents to other inmates. He has 

trained himself to be a lawyer, and a very good one. I am in awe 
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undertaken and mastered •. In my contacts w~t;.n n.J..JU, _. ......... ________ _ 

of the self pitying resentment so often characteristic of inmates 

embittered at 'the system.• On the contrary, I was amazed to find 

no trace of bitterness in Joe at all, a quality that I know has 

been observed in him by others. 

"In short, Joe Giarratano is a good man. By some unknowable 

process and for some imponderable reason, in the course of a decade 

on de~th row a different human being has emerged from the hell that 

was his life before. His words, his deeds and the growing number 

of those of us whose lives he has touched attest to it •••. 11 App. 

302. 

Martha A. Geer, one of the attorneys on Murray v Giarratano,· 
.• 

has known Joe since 1985. She .writes: "Ironically, given his own 

case, Joe seems to believe in • the system. • He continues to 

believe that if you are morally correct and present your case 

logically and with legal support, 'the system' will work and courts 

will do what's right. He has begt.<n to learn that it does not 

always work that way. 
. . 

.. : 

"Joe is. not, however,. just another jailhouse lawyer .... He ,does··,·.'·· __ 
. . •· .. -. 

not recei~e so~~- biac3C-m~rket ~om;eri~~t:ion:.:: se .. has -~6 d~iu~i~~~;'·-~·=.-·:· ;_ 
, . . . . 

of grandeur. The sole reason for his very substantial efforts? 
_.. . • . . . . t . . . . 

He wanted the.men on ~irginia's Death Row to have· a fair-chance. 
. . .. ' .. : .. :. 

. .... .. .. . .. . . . . . :..- :·:·:.."'· '. : .. ·.:. 

"He cares about people unconditionally whether they are ~eath 

row inmates, guards, children, or institutional attorneys. One 



assistant attorney ~c::.u~.uu. -~ .... ··--

absolutely stricken, protesting, 'But he's just a big teddy bear. • 

Joe understands the pain of the guards and the wardens., who have 

to confront the men on Death Row. Remarkably, he expresses no 

bitterness about his mother's efforts against him. He has always 

taken responsibility for his own life. He signs his letters 

'Peace' and 'Shalom' and means it. Joe exhibits compassion, depth, 

intelligence, insight, and forgiveness .••• n App. 1~9-~20. 

Joshua M. Horwitz, Attorney, writes: 11 I returned tom~: office 

the next day (after meeting with Jo·"") with a new understanding of 

many of the issues I was dealing with in my practice. Now I 

correspond regularly with Mr. Giarratano seeking his advice on 

legal issues. 

"Mr. Giarratano is, and with your help will continue to be, 

a constructive and vital part of society and the legal 

community .... 11 App. 303-304. 

Actor/Activist Mike Farrell writes: "I say Joe least of all 

because he has become my friend. Through all of our communication 

over the past year, the single thing that has come through most 

clearly is his-decency. He is a thoughtful, articulate; humane and:· 
.":'·. 

compassionate man. .. A decent man.~ •• it .. App·.· 306. 
: · ... :"•. :.. ··-: ..... : . 

Jonathan .E. Gradess, Executive Director of New York State 
... 

Defenders Association, writes: "In the course of reviewing Joe 

Gia;~:ata.no ·~ s .,-(:~~~·; ·,: ~· ·.ha~~. ~o~e t~ · ·kn~~ ·hi~· ·p-~r~~n-~il~ ~ · .. · ~~·· --i~·-· ~ . .-_-;. · 
remarkable human being whose struggle with life and events has 

forg.ed in him great sensitivity,. a wholeness of spirit, _and love 

.. 
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for humankind. 

colleague, inspiring defense lawyers from Ca~ifornia to New York 

in capital cases, securing support for men on the row, healing 

those in pain who struggle with issues of life and death." App. 

310. 

Retired u.s. Diplomat Richard H. Morefield and Dorothea 

Morefield, parents of a son who was murdered in Virginia in 1976 

·write: "It is sometimes a temptation to ignore the fate of those 

unfortunate enough to have fallen between the cracks in our 

society. But the Giarratano we have come to know and care so much 

about over the last two years is not the suicidal alcoholic who was 

sentenced to death over ten years ago. We have found him to be a 

man of sensitivity; intelligence and compassion." App. 311 •.. 

Alvin J. Bronstein, Executive Director of the ACLU's National 

Prison Project and counsel in Brown v Murray, the Mecklenburg 

conditions suit, writes: "During the course of the Brown case 

during the last ten years I have had frequent occasion to meet 

personally with Giarratano and to have telt~phone and letter 

communication with him. Two things must be said as a result. 

First, I have· person~lly · se~n Mr ~ Giarratano change and grow in· : · 
.. · . 

those years· from a con-fused,· u~focused, ·"l.narticulat~ :and ne~"Ou~·· · ... ·.·. 

youngster to a _serious,' thoughtful, intelligent, well-sp·oken and . . . . . . . . . . . . 

mature man. He is the most cooperative, truthful and helpful 

. . 
most of the prison staff and has attempted_ to correct perceived 

wrongs through constructive action within our legal system. 
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legal analyst, an excellent writer and an extraordinarily 

productive person, even from the confines of Virginia's death row. 

He is an author, a poet and a first-rate legal thinker. He will 

undoubtedly continue to grow and can live an important and 

produ~tive life in our troubled world .••• " App. 313. 

Professor Eric M. Freedman, of Hofstra University, writes: 

"His interest was not in himself but in another; he was not seeking 

to defy the legal system but to work within it; and his goal was 

to prod our system of justice under law into meeting its own 

highest aspirations. 

11 (H] e is living proof that rehabilitation is possible .... 

[G]uards a~ weli as inmates deeply value the role he has played. 

time and again in forestalling crises, large and small. And, as 

writer, scholar, and activist, he contributes far more to the 

;broader society than ·do many in the outside world. He is a 

colleague who would be welcome on our faculty and a friend who 

would be welcome in my home." Appw 315-316. 
· .. 

Professor Anthony G. Amsterdam, New York University Law 

school, writes: ·, · "Joseph Gia~atano has not ·only a ~are. _goodness·. ~·· 
. . ~ -~ : . . . . . . . . ~ . ·~ : : . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . .· . . ·. . . 

·of mind but ·a: rare·gooaness ot.s:Pi~it·.· ·.ire posses~es i:he .. gift 'of- ,··. 

empathy with other peop~e.· He is sincerely dedicated to helping· ... 
. . . : . . . . . . .. . : . . 

others and has worked untiringly at it despite the pressures of his 
. . . . . .. ·· .. -: .. ··~ ·. . ..... ; .... :.: . -·~.:-:.· .: ... ·;.. _ . .: ·- .; .. - : .· . . .. :; .· .:. 

own situation. With unco~on strength of 

resisted the natural inclination of anyone on Death Row to become 

. absorbed entirely. in himself. There is nothing self-seeking, 
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petty, or mc:o..u .-... ----

understanding; he has charity." App. 318. 

Associate Professor Michael Millemann, University of_Maryland 

school of Law, writes: "I know Joe because, as a lawyer and law 

professor, I worked with him on Murray v Giarratano. When I first 

met him I was overwhelmed by his humanity. I had to press him to 

talk about matters of self-interest affecting his own life because 

h.is concern was for the lives of other death row inmates in 

Virginia. They have been his primary concern for a nwitber of 

years. In another lifetime, with the most modest family support 

that we all take for granted, Joe Giarratano would have been a. 

brilliant lawyer. He is a dedicated advocate for· the more 

forgotten poor today." App. 319. 

Professor John Charles Boger·, the University of North carolina 

School of Law writes: "~oe stood out as absolutely unique. He was 

as smart and knowledgeable as any lawyer with whom I worked. Even 

more remarkable, however, were his personal characteristics: 

unfailingly thoughtful, -courteous, honorable, deeply· c• mcerned 

about others. He has worried more about, and has done more 'for, 
...... 

.. ,· 

his fellow inmates on Virginia's Death Row .. ___ many of them .... ·.·:-

illiterate and co-nfus.ed about "their. plight.· __ .. than h~v~·-·-~:h"~i~:.: .. --· ... 
prison counsellors and attorneys. Joe has · served his fellow . 

. . : .. : 

inmates as both father and friend. His character and his .. . 
••• 1 •• __ •• _ ..... ·: • • • ••• • • :·· •• • • • • ··- •• ; .... .- ~. ~~·-: • ... ·.,:, :. : • • ·.·.:--.:·· ... : 

accomplishments while· in· prison have shone like a beacon ••• ·.". 

App. 321. 

One of the more poignant letters included in this packet i~ 
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Allison was with Paul,. -·weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison and 

worked with Joe on Murray v Giarratano. The letter, with changes 

in Mr. Allison's handwriting, speaks of Joe as "the most .. decent 

person I have ever met," of his "admiration for ~oe as a person"., 

App. 323-324. Mr. Allison died while working on this letter. His 

family, knowing of his close friendship with and commitment to Joe, 

requested that, in memory of Mr. Allison, donations_be sent to the 

virginia Coalition on Jails an~ ~risons to help that organization 

continue its work on Joe's behalf. 

Those who have known Joe for many years speak of his 

remarkable transformation. Indeed, there has been a 

transformation. Joe's story is a story of the triumph of the human. 

spirit against all odds. 

PART TWO: 

There Is Reasonable Doubt About 
Joe Giarratano's Guilt 

It is crucial to understand that what we now know about Joe 

Giarratano ~s_relatively recently acquired-knowledge. Before---and 

life h~story were profoundly misunderstood~ 

He was knoW}} to have been abused as a child. He was perceived 

as h~~i;g.··b~en. -~~ti~o~i~i ~--~d on- the fri~ge~ of ~ri~i~~i:- ~~h~\;·"i~r 

from the time he was an adolescent. He was thought to be violent, 

abusive in inter-personal relationships,_ and self-absorbed. He was 
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known 1:.0 u"'"'- .............. --.. --
- ··. 

drugs and alcohol .. And finally, he was thought to . have ·the 

potential for further, explosive acts of violence due to the anger 

that seemed to be bottled up within him. See App. 88-102, 168-

200. 

In short, during this period of time, Mr. Giarratano was 

perceived as having the history, personality,. potential for 

violence, and low regard for himself and others that were entirely 

consistent with being the murderer portrayed in his confessions. 

It was only after Mr. Giarratano's mental health began to 

improve in the mid-1980's that we began to realize that this 

portrait was grossly distorted. Qualities of character emerged 

during this time -- empathy, compassion, charity, genero~ity, 

gentleness of spirit, and a searching intellect -- which were 
.. 

wholly inconsistent with the person Mr. Giarratano had seemed to 

be up until that time. Insight in~o his life began to be shown. 

For the first time he talked about how he had been made to feel in 

his mother's home and 1n the process revealed the previously 

unknown and much more egregious acts of victimization he suffered, 

.· .. 

at the hand of. his· stepfather, his mother, and her· friends .• 3 · · He · · .. ~. · 

talked· about th.e n~i~g pain he felt· and' hi.s ·attempts ·to rim·· from·: ___ ..... '· 

it through drugs and alcohol. And he identified for the first time . 
. · .. 

· . · 
3 

· .Before .. this . time, . no one knew that Mr._. Gia:t:ratano had .been . . : . ;· 
s·exually abused by h:ls stepfather. Arid while it··wa·s known·· that ·11rs·· ·. · ·· 
mother had been abusive, "Nothing was presented to indicate the 
extent of depravity Giarratano now claims he suffered at the hands 
of his mother." App. 15 (Opinion of United States District Judge, 
Robert Ooumar, Giarratano v. Procunier, No. 83-185-N (E. D_ •. va.) , 
June 25-,_ 1986). 
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the people who really knew rus c~rcWil::.~ .. w-or:.~, _ .......... v ------- _ 

. . .· .... 

and his true character. 

With. these revelations, Mr. Giarratano's counsel began 

investigating his life as no one ever had before. our 

investigation confirmed every detail of the new revelations from 

Mr. Giarratano. From it, the life history in Part One, supra, was 

drawn, and the truth emerged about the quality of person Joe 

Giarratano was. 

As we learned the truth about Mr. Giarratano's life history, 

about his frailties and vulnerabilities, and about his strengths, 

we began as well to wonder about the reliability of his 

confessions. The crime to which he confessed seemed fundamentally 
. . 

inconsistent with.the kind of person Joe Giarratano actual~y was~ 

No one who cared about him and knew him well prior to the crime 

could believe that he was capable of committing it. Further, we 

learned more and more about gaps in Mr. Giarratano's memory. As 

we followed out these instincts, we realized that no one had ever 

done this before in Mr. Giar:catano • s case. No one had ever started 

at sum zero, -cast aside the reflexive presumption that the 

confessions were true, and. taken a .critical _look ·at' them:, at.· the··.··._ ... 

evidencer and at the evidence of -his guilt in~ependent of ·the , ... 

confessions. 
-. .. 

A~ .the'·';~eiimi~ary·· r~~iew of. M~-~ ·. Gl~-~-~atano ~- s . ~~-~-~~ -~~~-- h~;;~ ·. •· :•·.-·· 
already made clear to the Governor and his staff, Mr. Giarratano's 

confessions can be divided into two categories. ·One, . given in 
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several sta-r.emen~o. ...... - -------
.. . . . .. 

turned himself in, had Mr. Giarratano killing Barbara Kline first 

in an argument over money, then killing Michelle Kline to remove 

her as a witness. In this category, there was no harm done to 

Michelle-- i.e., she was not sexually assaulted-- before she was 

killed. The second category, given to Norfolk officers two days 

later, did an about face on these facts. In this confession, Mr. 

Giarratano said he first raped, then killed Micnelle Kline, and 

upon being discovered in the apartment thereafter by Barbara Kline, 

killed her. Just a week after giving this version of events to the 

Norfolk officers, Mr. Giarratano was sent to Central State Hospital 

for evaluation of his competence to stand. 4 While at Central 

State, he lapsed into his original version of the crime, asserting. 

that Barbara Kline was killed first,_Michelle Kline thereafter, and 

that he had not raped Michelle. 

During trial and for several years thereafter, no one seemed 

to be troubled by Mr. Giarratano's series of reversals about the 

events of the crime. The version given to the Norfolk officers at 

least fit tw~ of the mat~rial facts documented by the medical 

examiner --·the likelihood that Michelle was raped and the sequence. 
I 

. '· 

... ':' ._ . . . :. -~ 
of the Klines • deaths·--- so the No~f~lk confessio~ ~as acce-Pted. -as·· · · 

basic facts of the crime within Mr. Giarratano's confessions seemed 
.. :· 

to trouble no one. 

4 
The precipitating event for this evaluation was his 

attempted suicide in the Norfolk Jail, referred to in. Part One,_ 
supra. 
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Mr. Giarratano was gu~~~y w.. • ..........,__ --
~--

... ; ·. , 

straight. 

Thus, the ability to step back, take a critical look at the 

confessions and their relation to the other evidence, and make a 

fresh judgJnent about quilt free from any automatic presumption that 

the confessions are reliable is a novel undertaking in ~_r. 

Giarratano's case. That, however, is what we have done, spurred 

on by the revelation of Mr. Giarratano's true character. 

The results of our analysis are striking; as the following _ 

discussion demonstrates. In sum, when all of the relevant evidence 

is taken into account and subjected to critical scrutiny, gaping 

canyons of doubt about Mr. Giarratano • s guilt are opened up. There 

is nothing about the. confessio"ns,_ the processes by whic? they. were :. 
. • 

obtained, or the evidence independent of the confessions that 

bridges these gaps. The confessions are simply not trustworthy, 

reliable accounts of events recollected by Mr .. Giarratano. 

Whatever they are -- a product of his faulty memory, sense of 

guilt, and vulner~bili ty to confabulati~Jn (the unconsciou.s filling--· 

·. 

· . 

in of gaps in memory by persons with memory deficits), or· of 

suggestion by ·the Norfolk police,. or of both -:-_-.they cannot·· be·'._ 

confid~ntly ·relied u~on for assurance o.f Mr." Gia~atan~,,-~- :~lit·.:: j· -:·<":-_~ 

A. ~he evidence against Mr. Giarratano 

On r:ebruary __ 5,_ ,19;79., _the bodies of _Barbara and. Michell..e _Klin~ , 
. . . . .. . . ·.· . .· .... · . . 

were found in their apartment in Norfolk, Virginia.. App. 37 4-15·. 

Barbara Kline's body was found in the bathroom of the apartment in 

a large pool of blood. See App. 647-649 (crime scene ph_ot"ographs). 
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She had been stabbed twice i_n the neck and once ~n ~ne c;u.~~..~.~.~.w.:u. 
. . .. . . . ~ 

App. 656 •. She was fully clothed. App. 647-649. Bloody footprints 

were found in the doorway of the bathroom and in the hall adjacent 

to the bathroom. App. 647. Michelle Kline was the ~5-year-old 

daughter of Barbara Kline. App. 374-75. Her body was found on a 

bed in the southeast bedroom of the apartment. App. 651. She was 

naked from the waist down and was covered by an Afghan and a towel. 

App. 763. There was some blood in her nose ana on her fac~, but 

there was no other blood on or around· her body. App. 652 ~crime 

scene photograph); App. 766. Her face was swollen· and discolored, 

and there were striations on her neck. App. 652. The cause of her 

death was strangulation. App. 660. The Klines' bodies had been 

found by the landlord of the apartment during a routine check of 

his property on February 5, 1979. 

At 3:20a.m. on February 6, 1979, Joe Giarratano walke~ up to 

Deputy Sheriff Charles Wells in the G-reyhound bus station in 

Jacksonville, Florida, and said, "'I killed two people in Norfolk,. 

Virginia, and I want to turn myself in. '" App. 632. · In his 

written report concerning this incident, Deputy Wells noted that 

"[n]o other details were available at the time of--this report.n 

Id. During the next hour, Mr·. Gia-rratano gave three. additional-

statements to Jacksonville Deputy Sheriffs Mooneyham and Baxter. 

In the first of his statements, he said that he Xilled Barbara 

Kline and ·her daughter Michelle in their apartment. ·i~ Ncri~i-k:. 

App. 634-635. He explained that he killed Barbara first by 

stabbing her with a knife following an argument over money. App. 
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. . . . . . . · ... 
strangled her. ·He ment.ioned nothing about sexually assaulting 

Michelle. ~ App. 634-635. In the two statements taken 

thereafter, covering each killing separately, he gave the same 

reasons for the homicides as in the first statement. App. 637 I 

639. After his interrogation by the Jacksonville police, Mr. 

Giarratano was examined by a physician and was placed on Mellaril, 

a major tranquilizing drug. 

Mr. Giarratano gave a fifth confession two days later, on 

Febrriary 8, to two detectives from Norfolk, R.J. Mears, and R.D. 

Whitt, who came to Jacksonville to interrogate him on the basis of 

their knowledge of the crime. 5 .This confession was quite different 

from the prevl.ou~ co~fessions in se...:.aral significant respects: it 

reversed the sequence of events, asserting that Michelle was killed 
.. 

first; it revealed that Michelle was first raped and then killed 

when she began screaming; and it revealed that Barbara was killed 

after she arrived home in order for Mr. Giarratano to evade 

detection for· the rape and murder of Michelle. 

Before. obtaining the. confessions, detectives Mears ·and .Whitt' 

first discussed -with Mr.· Giarratano the facts they then ·knew about· ,: · ·· '··· . . . . . . . . . . 

the .. crime~ ·App~:39·o. Thereaft~r, Mr. :·Giarratano g~v~···~·-·.f-orii~i·::·:· . .::. 

statement in.which he related that he had lived with Barbara·Kline 
... -

in her apartment in Norfolk for three or four weeks, but that he 
. .... __ ... 

.t •• - .- ... ··~;. :..:-·· . 

5 By the ·time that detectives Mears and Whitt came- to 
F1orida, the crime scene had been fully investigated and the 
results of the autopsies were available. See App. 362-364i 377-
380; 654-658 ;' 660-661.· . . . . .. 
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had moveu vu. ............ __ --,.-
.• 

admitted him into the apartment at about 8:00 p.m. Sunday night, 

February 4, 1979. He was under the influence of four grams of 

oilaudid. He and Michelle talked for a while and then went into 

the bedroom. He tried to persuade her to have sex with him, but 

she refused. Thereafter, he physically assaulted her and raped 

her, and to stop her from screaming, strangled her. While he was 

still in the house, Barbara returned, discovered him there, and 

began screaming; and he stabbed her. He then made his way to the 

bus station, where he boarded a Greyhound bus to Jacksonville. See 

generallY App. 641-646 (statement of Mr. Giarratano). 

After the interrogations in Jacksonville, Mr. Giarratano was 

transported :t:>ack to Virginia and confined in the Norfolk. jail~, 

Soon after his arrival at the Norfolk jail, he noticed two spots 

of blood on his boots, told the detectives about his discovery, and 

turned his boots over to them. App. 390; 674-675. 

At trial, the chief evidence introduced against Mr. Giarratano 

was his confession to the Norfolk detectives on February 8~ 1979. 

App. 383-389. However, the Commonwealth also introduced physical 

evidence and . crime scene. evidence in an effort to coririrm :Mr· •. 

Giarr~ta~-o' s ~onf~ssi~n.··,. ~hls··~videric~ c~~sisted of·tii~: foi~ow{~g': .. :··.· ... 
1) Several items of evidence relating to the victims•· 

blood were introduced in an effort to connect Mr. Giarratano to the 
.. . . . . . . 

crime: 
• .• • : • • • • .. • • • • • • • ; .. • • : - • • .. • • - • • • •• • • • : • • • • • j,· •• • • "" • • • • • :-- _..,_. ~.:.: • • 

photographs of the bloody footprints leading away·. from 
.. 

Barbara Kline's body, Mr. Giarratano's boot with two spots of blood 

on it, and the towel covering Michelle Kline's fac~ (which had some 
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blood. on it), along W~l:ll ev~ .. e:::u~.o.c: ~ .............. _. .................. _ ------ ___ ~ 

O+ ·matched the type of the blood found ·on. Mr~ Gianatano-1 5 boot 
I 

and on the towel. See App. 410-411; 667-669. Barbara Kline 1 s 

blood was not typed, so there was no direct evidence linking the 

blood on Mr. Giarratano's boot to the bloody footprints leading 

from Barbara 1 s body, but the impression was created that Mr. 

Giarratano made the footprints. 

2) A number of hULan hairs were collected from or near 
. 

the body of Michelle Kline, and evidence concerning laboratory 

analysis ·of these hairs was introduced. App·. 410-411; 6_67-669. 

A total of twenty-four (24} human hairs,· including head hairs and 

pubic hairs, were reco~ered from Michelle Kline's clothing, from 

the Afghan which ~overed her body, and from her body or·immediate~y· 

next to her body. App. 668. Fourteen (14) of these hairs were 

identified as Michelle's head hairs. Id. Six (6) of these hairs 

were identified as human pubic hairs, but none of them was 

consistent with the pubic hair sample obtained from Mr. Giarratano. 
. . 

Id. One (1) pubic hair was identified as consistent· with the pubic· 

hair sample submitt~d b~i Mr." Giarratano. 6 
. . 

Id. The one pubic lia:ir. · 

that was found to be consistent. with Mr. Giarratano '.s hair w:~_.·· 

stomach, and pubic. area. 1 n Id. No one identified in. which of' 

. ... .·.' 

.,_ . 
6 _A~_.explained. b.y ~e Commonwealth's. exp_ert who-. examined the . 

hair found at the" crime scene, ·unlike fingerprint evidence·, .. · the"·."·;.·:. 
finding that a hair is "consistent with" a particular person's nair 
simply establishes that the.hair could have come from that person. 
App. 415. The characteristics of hair are not like fingerprints, 
for many people can have the same hair characteristics, while only 
one person can-have .the same fingerprint characteristics •. rd·. 
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these three places th~s na~r w~~ ~v~·~· 
. · ...... : . .. 

3) Physical evidence tending to· show that Michelle 

Kline was raped wa_s also introduced at trial. The medical exaJniner 

testified that there were two lacerations in her vaginal area from 

which there had been bleeding. App. 3 51. There was no description 

of the quantity of bleeding from these lacerations, however. In 

addition, the medical examiner found that sperm cells were present· 

in Michelle's cervix. App. 354. See also App. 412-414. There was 

no testimony, nor any evidence from any source other ·than the 

confession, that the sperm found in Michelle Kline's cervix had any 

connection to Joe Giarratano. 

4) Finally, the police lifted twenty-one (21) 

fingerp.rints ,. which were sufficiently distinct to allow 

identification, from various areas of the Klines' apartment; App. 

365. One ( l) of these fingerprints was identified as the 

fingerprint of Mr. Giarratano. App. 366-368. This print was found 
. 

on the closet door in the northeast bedroom of the apartment, ~-

bedroom that was otherwise unconnected to the crime. App. 367. 

. -.: 

. - . . . 
Michelle's body was. found ·in· the southeast bedroom,· not 

. . ... :. . ~ ..... 
the 

north_east_ bedroom.·.· App. · 363. .. · ...... . . . . . . . 

... Durinq·the cour~e cff -Mr ~ Gia~ratano·• s trial, !lQ on~ qu~st1~·nea· ·~: · · 
the reliability of.)lis confession to the Norfolk police on February . . . . . . . . . . 

a, 1979. The operative, but unstated,. presumption was that the 

co~f~ssi~n- wa~ --;~li~bl·~·:' -·. with .. tit:i~·:· p·r.es~pti~~1;·:.:· th~ ... ~~-ia~n~~' .. : : ... ': 
against Mr. Giarratano was overwhelming. The confession fully 

established his guilt, and the physical and crime scene evidence 
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appeared to pro~ide some inde_pendent corrocor~;,:t:J.cn. o:..: __ ~.1~:::_ :1.6••-. .. ·.. .·. 
. .. . : . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ~. . . .· 

. ,• . 

established by confession. If one sets aside the presumption that 

the confession was reliable, however, and tries to measure its 

reliability by all the available evidence, substantial doubt 

emerges concerning the reliability of the confession. 

B. Mr. Giarratano's confessions 

As we have noted, the process of examining the reliability of 

the confessions began with counsel's realization that the portrait 

of Mr. Giarratano which had been painted during trial proceedings, 

perceived as accurate then and for several years thereafter, was· 

fundamentally inaccurate. Counsel then embarked on the-process of 
. . .. ·. 

questioning the .~eliability of the confessions. The last person 

on the defense team to question the reliability of the confessions 

was Mr. Giarratano. Confronted by his counsel, his investigators, 

and his advocates with the contradictions within his confessions, 

the incongruence between the confessions and the physical· and crime 

scene evidence, and the ·absence of ariy other evidence of guilt, he.· 
; .. 

acknowledged that he had no actuai .. memory of killing Barbar~ and 

Michelle. Kline~ . His on"iy actuai· memory was of going. to the. Klines'. ·. ·. · . 
.. 

apartment• :to "pick· up s~e "pers~±·ial belongings, and at. s9me -p~irit .. 
thereafter, f~nding Barbara on the floor of the ba~room in a po~~ 

of blood and Michelle on a bed with her face swollen and 
.... .... .. 

··":"'- .. ·:: .. -: .. 
discolored." App. 671-672. 

believe that he had killed the Klines. App. 672-673. It was this 

belief that led him to turn himse~f in . at the Jacksonv.ille .bus 
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station. over the next several days, hi.s .be~J.er. l.n nJ.s. guJ.J..I.. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
be~ame entrenched, and as· it did he came to see himself as evil and ·· 

as deserving to die. App. 673-675. As he put it in an affidavit 

he submitted in 1988, "[T]he only thing that seemed real to me was 

that I had murdered Toni [Barbara) and Michelle. I was evil and 

had to be punished for what I did." App. 675. 

If Mr. Giarratano is accurate, his confessions were the 

product of his imagination rather than his recollection.. If that 
. 

is so, his confessions cannot be taken as reliable evidence of his 

guilt. His confessions would be nothing more than what mental 

health professionals call "confabulation," or a "[f]abrication of 

facts or events in response to questions about situations or events 

that are not recalled because of memory impairment. It Americari 

Psychiatric Association, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders 393 (3d Ed. Rev. 1987). Significantly, 

confabulation "differs from lying in that the person is not 

consciously attempting to deceive." ~ 

Whether Mr. Giarratano is . accurate when he says that his 
.·· . : . . . . . 

confessions were ·a product of his imagination rather· than ·his 

recollection is;. accordingly,. a crticial matter. to" be' determined~···.:··':.< 

However, . it carulot be . dete~i~ed ·. ~n: the -~-~s:i~ :of Mr ..... Giar~~~~~no -, ~:._ .:. ' .. :~: 

realization in_ 1988 that:- his confessions were :pased on inference 

rather than recollection. Skeptics would not rely on Mr·. 

7 
For this reason, Mr. Giarratano's confessions could have 

_been unreliable but still convincing. He thought they were true 
·and thus could speak with the confidence of a truth-teller~·· 
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Even if one were convinced of Mr. Giarratano 1 s honesty, however, 
-~ . ·~ ... ~ :. . -· ....... 

. one could not rely on his· insights in 1988. As two mental health:· 

professionals, Or. James MacKeith and Dr. Gisli Gudjonsson, 

renowned for their evaluation of the reliability of confessions, 

have made clear in their recent evaluation of Mr. Giarratano, the 

reliability of the confessions must be determined apart from what 

Mr. Giarratano says he remembers, for his ability to remember is 

impaired. App. 694-696; 739-740. Even his realization that he 

passed out in the Klines' apartlllent only to wake Pp to find the 

bodies may itself be a confabulation. App. 739 .. He may not even 

have that memory. It may an be unconscious effort to fill in what 

is otherwise a black h~le in Mr. Giarratano's life. ·Accordingly, 

the reliability of·Mr. Giarratano's confessions must be measured.· .. 

by looking to the-facts that do not depend on his recollections. 

The .starting point in analyzing the reliability of Mr . 
. 

Giarratano's confessions is to examine what he reported about the 

murders to the Jacksonville police officers, before he had . any 

contact with the Norfolk officers who had independent knowledge qf · 
. . .. 

the circumstances of the murders. Based upon the information 

· reported· by Mr. Giarratano at this point, one can· ·at· least· 

det~nriine, :wheth~~ he. h·ad inform~tion· -~hi~h ·could ;11a;~· :b~en_---~~~:· .. ~. · 

only by the killer or by someone connected to t~e murders. 
•. . . . . ..... 

Mr. Giarratano revealed four facts to the· officers in 

i~~ks'~~V:iii~·;. ·' ( '{).:that ;:he .. ha.d ki'iled Barbar'a ... ~nd. .Mi~h~li·~.; Ki'i~~ :· i~~· ... · ··:·'"'· 
Norfolk, Virginia; (2) that he killed Barbara Kline by stabbing her 

"three or four times" with a kitchen knife; (3·} that he killed 
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Michelle Kline by strangling her; ·and (.4) ~at ne K:UJ.eu .cC1 ... .~.~c:u.a. . . . . 

~iin~- ·first ·due t~ ·. ~-- -~ent over.· ~~ney .. that she. ·-o~ed him and 

Michelle, thereafter, because she was screaming about what he had 

done. App. 634-635. 

Two questioi?-S must be answered about each of these facts: Are 

the facts accurate? If so, are they facts that could have been 

known only by the killer? 

With respect to the first three facts -- knowledge of the 

murders of Barbara and Michelle Kline and how each was"murdered 

-- the facts reported by Mr. Giarratano were accurate. Whether· 

these are facts that could have been known only by the killer, 

however, is not as clear. Certainly the killer would have known 
.. 

them. However, it is eqtially plausib~e that Mr. Giarratano ce:u~~- · .. 

have learned these facts innocently. He could, for example, have 

learned this much detail about the murders from someone else. 

Alternatively, he could have learned about them in the way that he 

now says he did: by passing out in the Klines' apartment. when 

nothing had happened, coming to later t·) find the bodies of the·.-. -. , .. 

Klines . 
.. .• ·• _! !' 

. ·The photographs of Barbara and Michelle. Kline, as th'ey: were,_..:._·., 

·found: in their :·apartinerit,· : de~~nstrate .·t:he pr"~lisi.:b:Llity····~:f ,: ihi·~·=_:·.:~ ·.· 
.alternativ~, for th~ cause of their deaths could have been readily-.. 

• • • • • 0 • •• ~ ••• • 

ascertained by someone who found their bodies and tried to figure 

"oU:t .. wh~t;"•happen~d.··~·:· :o-n~' 6{tlie·: stab··-~o~d~ in -·~a."rb~r~:··iiiri~ is·. hfic~:. ;_ ., 

is plainly visible in the .. crime scene photographs of her. Compare 

App. 649 .<srime scene photograph) with ~pp. 650 (autopsy 
.• 
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photograph) • The pool ot blood surroundinq nez: .ooa~ o.cv~ov.::»..Ly ~,;~.: 

. . . ~ .· , ... ·- .... · 
from one . or more stab · wounds. · See App. 647, 648. Had Mi:'. · 

Giarratano examined her body beyond simple observation, he would 

readily have seen other stab wounds~ Similarly, Mr. Giarratano 

could have ascertained by simple observation that Michelle Kline 

was killed by strangulation. As the photoqraph of Miche~le 

demonstrates, her face was swollen and discolored, with some 

evidence of bleeding from her nose. App• 652. In addition, ·there 

were marks on her neck consistent · with someone squeezing her 

necklace against h~r neck. ~ Together, these signs could have 

been easily deciphered as signs of strangulation by a person trying 

to figure out what had happened to her. 

Unlike the first three facts disclosed by Mr. Giarratano ·to 

the Jacksonville deputies, the fourth fact -- that Barbara Kline 

was killed first in an argument over money is plainly 

inaccurate. On the basis of the autopsies, the medical examiner 

determined that Michelle Kline was killed first, and her mother 

second. App. · 754. . Obviously, the killer would have known the 

. does · · Mr·. · Giarratano 1 s · inacc~rate reporting . ·reflect . ·about· his . · · .. .· •.· .. 
. . . . 

invol velltent .in the c;i.~e'?: . There· a::.-e· three possible'· ·answers=: .. _-·h~·: ·:·~:· .. 

was not involved in the. murders~ he was. inyol ved but could . not 
"' .. . ... · .. 

remember the details accurately, or he was involved and did not 
- ~ .. ..... : •• . . : . ·: ........ ··=-=·· • . . • .:~ .• : ."':: ... • ..... ·:·.·. 

accurately. Without· additional want to 
info~ation, it is impossible to decide whlch of the~e is ·the-~o~t 

accurate answer. Thus, Mr. Giarratano's erroneous rec?unting 9~· 
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the sequence of the murders raises, rather than resolv~s, aouo~ .. · .. 
about his involvement ~-.the: m~ders. a·. 

..-. . .. · ...... ..;;•':. . .. . ~ .· 

Accordingly, the information about which Mr. Giarratano was 

accurate prior to his contact with the Norfolk officers certainly 

would have been known by the killer. However, it is not 

information that could have been known only by the killer: The 

information about which he was inaccurate-- the sequence-of the 

murders -- would have been known by the killer .. · The information 

that he disclosed prior to contact with the Norfolk officers, . _ 

therefore, does not establish that he committed the murders. To 

the contrary, it leaves reasonable doubt about whether he was 

involved in the killing of Barbara and Michelle Kline • 

. The .next:- _step in an~lyzing ·the reliability of Mr. Giarratan~' s 

confessions is the examination of the confession provided to the 

Norfolk police. See App. 641-646. The two most striking facts 

about the confession to the Norfolk police are that Mr. Giarratano 
.-

said that the murder of Michelle :<line preceded the murder of 

Barbara Kline and that Michelle was sexually assaulted and raped 
. . 

prior to her murder. Both of these facts were consistent with the 
·.· 

crime .. scene evidence .• · . However, since. Mr. G·iar:i:atano inaccuratedy ·_· · · ·~: · . . . . 

and mentioned nothing about Michelle having been raped, the 

question is whether Mr. Giarratano produced these facts on his own 
-------· ·--:.;...:_.·. ____ . ·;.....· ·:· · .. ; .:. : . . ... : . . ~ . .. . . ~ .... . :-· . 

8 In light of .the estab:r'ished sequence of the murdersr it is 
not likely that Barbara Kline was murdered over a dispute about 
money. Mr. Giarratano's statement that this was the motive for the 
murder_ of Barbara Kline, therefore, does not stand as .a hallmark 
of information· that only· the killer could. have knoWn.· · 
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or was prompted to produce them by information prov~aea Dy -.::-ne ... . 
. . ; . . . ·.. : . . . . . •. . .... . 

Norfolk ~oiice officers. Tber~- is: no co~ciusive answer to .·.thi~·: .. · .. 

question, but the great weight -of the evidence is that Mr. 

Giarratano did no~ produce these facts on his own. 9 

As we have already noted, the written, contemporaneous records 

of the four statements given by Mr. Giarratano to the Jacksonville 

deputies do not in any way suggast· that Mr. Giarratano raped 

Michelle. However, the trial testimony of Deputy Wells, the 

Jacksonville officer with whom Mr. Giarratano first made contact 

in the bus station, was that Mr. Giarratano did admit to· him that 

he raped Michelle. App. 442-443. If Deputy _wells' trial testimony 

is accurate, it would be the first indication that Mr. Giarratano 

had know;Ledge. of a cr~e fact he likely would. have obtained only_· . 

by having participated in the crime. 10 But, it is unlikely that 
., . . 

Deputy Wells' trial testimony was accurate. Wells' contemp~raneous 

written account of Mr.. Giarratano's statement to him, in contrast 

to his later trial testimony, makes no mention of a rape. App~ 

. . .. . · ... : .·" 9 The interview between Mr. Giarratano and the Norfol·k 
officers apparently was not tape recorded. The on.l,y_ 
contemporaneous record. made · d~ing the interview was the·· forina:l.·· . 
questioning . c;>f. Mr.· Giarratano,_ . which. occurred sometime quring · a .. : :_ .. · 

··nearly ·two-hour· interview·.· · App. ·. 394_.395. · ,. Accordfnqly· what.:<···.:.. 
information was provided by the officers and what information was. 
generated· independently by Mr. Giarratano can be determined only· 
by circumstantial evidence. · · · · · 

. . ~ 0 . Eve~. i~, Mr_ •. Gi~:t:ratano did p.av~ kn~wledge of_·the .. rape pr.ioJ: ... :-: : 
to his contact with the police·, however, there ·would st"ill be ··some:'· 
doubt. about how_ he obtained this knowledge. If he discovered the. 
bodies after having been unconscious or asleep, he would have found 
Michelle's body in a bed naked from che waist down. One might ·very 
well surmise from such circumstances that Michelle had been a 
victim·of·a sexUal assault, as well as a murder. · 
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632. If Mr. Giarratano ha~ ~ade such an admission, it is extrem~ly. 
. .. . ... 

difficult· to .believe that Deputy _Well~ would have· neglected to 

mention it when he made his written record of Mr. Giarratano's 

statement, in which he reported "[n]o other details ••. available" 

about the crime. Id. Unfortunately, Mr. Giarratano's trial lawyer 

failed to confront Deputy Wells with this in~onsistency when Wells 

testified at trial. 11 Nevertheless, it is likely that Wells' 

contemporaneous written record, rather than his testimony, is more 

accurate. 

Mr. Giarratano's omission of any reference to raping Michelle 

over the course of several interrogations by the .Jacksonville 

deputies raises doubt about whether he knew about the rape. It is 

possible that he might have be_en ho~ding this fact back, but. there.· ... 

is no indication that he was holding anything back -- after all, 

he initiated the entire process by walking up to Deputy Wells in 

the bus station and confessing to the murders. It is thus 

significant that Mr. Giarratano's first admission of a rape came 

after his interrogation by the·· No.rfolk. officers, who very likely 

knew -- unlike the .Jacksorwille o.ffi~ers. -- that Michelle was raped 

: .. . ·.· .. \. 

before· they ·talked with him. · ·At tr_ia:l,. tlie Norfoik officers ··did-~··· : ·.·· .. .. .. .··. . . . . . · .. ·.; ·.. . .. 
not. admit that they' suggested the 'rap~. to. Mr· .. · Giarratano·- in:·: 

...·. ·• .... -~ .. 

. ' 
11 Indeed, it is likely that Wells' testimony took defense 

counsel . by. S!-lrprise. -Wells was, -called by . the defense,.. and .on· ... 
direct, in". response to 'counsel's open-ende'd. question·,. "What' ~as'."" ': 
[Giarratano •·s]. version of the [crime]," Wells made no mention of 
the rape. App. 442. Then on cross-examination, the prosecutor 
asked, "Did he make any statements about sexually molesting a 16-
year~old .Junior High student?" App. 442. Wells responded, "Yes, he 
did." Id. . 
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questioning of him~ However, in light of-the events leading up to 

their interr~ation of Mr: Giarratano,_ and in the :w·ay they· admitted· 

questioning him, there is a distinct possibility that they did. 

The preliminary autopsy findings concerning Micheile Kline, 

which included the finding of a sexual assault, were made the day 

before the Norfolk officers interrogated Mr. Giarratano. App. 660. 
; 

one of the Norfolk officers testified that they "kn(e]w as much 

about the crime as possible" by the time they questioned 

Giarratano. App. 391. And the same officer admitted ~at they 

"confronted (Giarratano] (with the) facts and circU!Ilstances" known 

to them, on at least some occasions using that information to 

suggest to Mr. Giarratano that he was not revealing what really 

happened. APt'· 396-397: •. 

Taken together, these circumstances indicate that Mr. 

Giarratano did not generate on hls OWn the admission that Mlch~lie 

Kline was raped. Rather, he adopted it as a part of his confession 

when it was suggested to him by the Norfolk police officers. To. 

·.· .. ·· 

. .. 
. . •·.·.·. 

be sure; we cannot b~ certain about this.· On the other hand,.- we·· · 

cannot be . confident ·that Mr. Giarratano generated the facts. 

revealing_ the rape on. ·his .. own •. ·. There. is, accordingly,. genuine _."·: · 
. . . . . . . . . . ... 

·.: ~ . . .... .. . . ·. ~ .... 
. . . . ; .. -. 

Mr... G~arratano r·s confusion about the order in. which Barbal;"a 

and Michelle Klin~ were killed also weighs in favor of his having 

no ~~ntocy, of .the mu~der~·:· ... Until. th~"'-No;folk affi~ers. ·int~rrogated::.· .. ·. -:.: 

him and confronted him with what·· they knew,· he reported-' the 

sequence of the murders _erroneously. It is possible~ of ~curse,· 
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tha~ at the time they. interrogated him, _the Norfolk officers. did . 
. . . ·. . ... :: .... :.. .: 

Th~ written autopsy rep~rts .. 

do not establish the sequence; to our knowledge, the only wri ttep 

record of this fact is a letter written several months later from 

the medical examiner to defense counsel. See App. 754. However, 

the absence of information establishing the sequence of the murders 

frore the autopsy reports is not at all conclusive. The Norfolk 

officers candidly admitted that they attempted to learn all they 

could about the murders prior to their trip to Jacksonville to 

interrogate Mr. Giarratano. App. 391. Something caused Mr. 

Giarratano to adopt a different version of this important fact when 

he was questioned by the Norfolk police. Before then, he had 

consistently.· to~d _the Jacksonville deputie~. that Barbarq. Kline was 

murdered first. 

In these circumstances, when confronted by officers with 

knowledge about the crime, it is conceivable that Mr. Giarratano 

changed the order of .the murders to conform more accurately to what 

he knew had happened. Under this theory, Mr; Giarratano would have· 

deliberately mi~-reporte~ the· sequ~nce of the murders to· ·the 

·.·. ·.·"' 

Jacksonville offiqers to. achieve :soli~ sort of benefit for himself.·. ' .. 

·.He might·. h~v~ reaiizeci. tha~' if. he. rep·~~d the crime ~~cu~at~ly· ~ 

that he .raped. and killed Michelle, then killed. Barbara becaus.e 

of her ill-timed· return to the apartment -- the crime would have 

. . . 
to the Jacksonville officers -- that he killed Barbara in an 

argument, then killed Michelle, because she was screaming. This 
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theory is .not plausil:::ll~ in the circumstances of. Mr. Giarratano 1 s . 

. case, howe~·er, for there is no evid~~c~ ·-~~t ~~ :··Giarra'ta~~- at. ··a~y· ·.·~··: ·.:· 

time was motivated to achieve any benefit for himself. To the 

contrary, he initiated his prosecution. At a time wh~n he was 

under no pressure from the police, he walked up to a police officer 

and gave himself up. From that point on, he did nothing to try to 

benefit himself, in the sense of trying to put a less culpable 

gloss on the crime. Everything that he did thereafter was aimed 

at making himself look as bad as possible, to assure his conviction 

and execution. 

It is not likely, therefore, that this is the explanation for 

the reversal of sequence. The much more likely explanation is that 

Mr. Giarratan.o di~ not know, or _remember, who was killed .,first; , so 

he filled in this fact by saying that Barbara was killed first when 
.. 

he talked to the Jacksonville deputies. When confronted by the 

Norfolk officers, who knew that Michelle was killed fi~st, he 

changed the sequence to conform to the facts they provided ~im. 

Evidence developed ·by the Commonwealth-during the course of trial 
.. " . . . . . . . ·' -· _.. 

proceedings, along with evidence after trial~ p.rovides overwhe_iming 
. :. 

support_ for .:this :explanation· of· Mr •. · .. Giarratano's: contl:_'"adictory_· :_,. .· ~ ·" 
. . . . . . " .. · . -~ . . . . . . . 

• • • • . .. • • •• ·•• • •. ·.: • ··- •• :., ~-~ :' 1 • :: •••• • 

accounts.· 

. The . Commonwealth's psychiatric 
:" ... 

own evaluation,_ . which· w~s 
. '. . :· 

conducted at Central state within two weeks after the crime, 

the 
.-.·-: ... _. __ 

. .. 
sequence of the murders as evidence that he had no memory for this 

fact. As the .Commonwealth • s lead psychiatrist, Dr. Mill.er Ryans., 
. . . . . . . .. 
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testified at triaL, 
. -· ·. 

I ·would -~ttribute it [Mr. ·Giarratano-'s. 
ina.bili ty to get the sequence right] to the 
combination of the druqs. Now, as I said, he 
admitted to being high on cocaine and Dilaudid 
and inferred that he was also a heavy user of 
alcohol. Now, there is an entity called 
Korsakoff • s syndrome in which a person has 
peripheral neuropathy,_ loss of recent memory 
and they confabulate. 

. . .· -.. . .•· • . ·.:f. :·. 

[Those who confabulate] are not doing it on 
purpose but they simply can't remember, so they 
will say this is what likely happened so this 
is what I'll say. 

App. 426-427. 

Dr. Ryans' finding has been t:onfirmed and amplified in a 

recent evaluation of Mr. Giarratano by two mental health experts 

from England, Dr. James MacKeith and Dr. Gisli Gudjonsson. Dr. 

MacKeith and Dr. Gudj ons~on have .won international acclaim for 

their pioneering work in evaluating the reliability of confessions .. 

They were invited to evaluate this question in Mr. Giarratano's 

case because of its obvious significance. 

Over . the course of several months, Dr. MacKei th and · Dr . ." 

Gudjonsson conducted a far-reaching and lengthy evaluation of: ~he-_.< 

They determined that - . 
reliability of M!~ Giarratano's confessions. 

·.. . .· ........ 
·Mr. .... Gi_ar.ratan~' s -.long_.- history of ·drug .. abuse, 

·. . ~ . -. . . . . . ... . . . . . : . . . . . : . . . 
along·· with· .. the . .-··.,·:_, 

. . ·~. . . . . ... .. . . ... :_ ... 

·psychiatric disturbances such as depression which he suffered for . 
. . ·-· 

many years,· ;esulted· in a ~erioU:s ~lnerability to "suggeseibility·"' 

and: ~·~9nfabul~~i~~··" . . =As· :17hey_ e~l~~~ed.,_ .. .. 
·: . -•. : .. ..:· .... :.: . . ·'. ·: < ... -• 

s·uggestibili ty refers .. to the extent to. which 
individuals can be misled by leading questions 
and how they respond to interrogative pressure. 
Confabulation refers to problems in memory 
processing where individuals replace· gaps ·in 
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App. 731. 

their memory-with imaginary experiences which 
-·they be-lieve to-· be true.:.·.·· It is·. a: process-. 
that operates outside awareness and should not 
be confused with deliberate deception or 
malingering. 

.. 

In concluding that Mr. Giarratano was vulnerable to. 

suggestibility and confabulation, Dr. MacKeith and Or. Gudjonsson 

took into account the dramatic improvement in Mr. Giarratano 1 s 

mental and emotional functioning since 1979. That Mr. Giarratano 

still showed significant deficits in these areas provided strong 

confirmation that his deficits at the time of the confessions were 

worse than they are now. The methodology for their evaluation, the 

data taken into account, and the reasoning they used to reached 

their conclusions are. all set . forth at length in the· sepa-rate 

reports of Dr. MacKei th and !'r. Gudj onsson. ~ App. 679-752. 

Their conclusions are worth setting forth at length here, for they 

explain Mr. Giarratano 1 s vulnerabilities to suggestibility and 

confabulation and demonstrate how those vulnerabilities could have 

led to his inconsistent reports about the crime. 
.. -. . 

. ..... · 
... . ..... 

Iri spite .of Mr. Giarratano Is improvement since 
1979, which seems to be related to regular 

· meetings· ··with ·Marie Deans since 1983 and 
abst-inen~e · f:rom-. drugs and . alcohol, he is . still 

. . . 'left· ·with. a -marked. residual defic-it in· "his 
memory proc~ssing. This deficit is subtle and 
possibly_ not .-immediately apparent without 

· specific testing~ · I doubt very much that· Mr.· 
Giarratano is himself fully aware of it. My 
-~PJ:e~sicm. ,_is -that Mr •. Giarratano. has y.ery_: . 
little insight into how vulnerable he· is· to · 
confabulation and' incorporation of suggestions 
into_his memory recollection. 

One of Mr. Giarratano 1 s vulnerabilities relates 
to an · a·bnorinal· tendency to· fill gaps in ·his 

so 

·· ... 

... .. . . 
... . . •. · .. 

... . .. ~-·: 

. ... ; 

.... 



·.·· memory with confabulated mater.ia1,_ that is, 
imaginary. experiences that he believes.to be • .. · 

. . . .. 
· ... · . 

· true. ·Even for material that he has reasonable 
memory about he confabulates. This is 
undoubtedly a problem which relates to how Mr. 
Giarratano has in the past learned how to cope 
with gaps in his memory. It is not possible 
to say whether or not his tendency to 
confabulate resulted from his extensive 
substance abuse, but if it existed before then 
the substance abuse is likely to have 
exacerbated the condition very markedly. 
Abstinence from substance abuse over a period· 
of several years is likely to have made him 
less prone to confabulation, even though he 
is still left with very substantial 
vulnerability. 

A related problem to the confabulation is Mr. 
Giarratano's tendency to incorporate post
event information into his memory recollection. 
In particular, being asked specific question, 
which he believes helps him to focus his mind 
and improve his memory, markedly distorts his 
subsequent recollection without his being aware. 
of it. On the surface, Mr. Giarratano appears· 
to be quite resistant to suggestions. However, 
his resistance ·to suggestions is quite 
superficial and he is far more suggestible then 
is immediately apparent. His susceptibility 
to suggestions is probably mediated by his 
marked inability to detect discrepancies 
between what he observes and what is suggested 
to. him. 

App.. 738-739. 

Together, the evaluations by Dr. Ryans a.I?-d by_Drs. MacKeith 
. . . . . . .: . =-~ ·.· .. • . . . ... 

and Gudj_o~sson. establish that. Ml:-. . Giarratano I "5 . cont:t:ad-~cto·ry.: .· .. ·. :_ . 
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . : .. . .·. -: ... 

versions of the crime reflected his lack of knowledge, or memory, 
.. ·. 

of those events; .. rather than an effort to p'ortray hims~lf· more . 

:. f~vorably •.. DJ;":.· ~yans': .findi~g that. Mr •. Giarratano's _con~r.a~ip.~oey. : .. : ... :_ 

versions reflected a . lack of memory. is crucial. It was made 

contemporaneously, at the time Mr. Giarratano was reporting these 

matters. Further; it reflected a judgment about· the. reason ·for th~ · ."'. 
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contradictions. . Dr.. :R¥ans ~ould have concl~ed that they ~eflec::ted 

. a:··manip~i~ti~~ ·att~mpt ·_to ··p~t_. ~elf in. a '~~~~~r···.ll~ht-, b~t~":h~ 

didn't. He thought they reflected an absence of memory. With this 

fact established, the more recent findings by Drs. MacKeith and 

Gudjonsson provide additional: insight into why Mr. Giarratano 

behaved as he did in talking with t:.e police. 

vulnerable to confabulation, to "replac(ing] gaps in (his] 

memory ... with imaginary experiences which (he] believe[d] to be 

true," App. 731 (report of Dr. Gudjonsson), Mr. Giarratano had a 

confabulated memory for the crime when he walked up to Deputy Wells ' 

in the bus station. When he gave his confessions to the 

Jacksonville deputies, who knew nothing about the crime independent 

of what he told them, he thus could give a consistent account over 

several interviews. However, when the Norfolk officers 

interrogated Mr. Giarratano utilizing their independent 

knowledge that Michelle was sexually assaulted and killed first 

--Mr. Giarratano's additional vulnerability, suggestibility, came 

into play as· well. He abandoned the original version cf events·. arid 

assented to ·the Norfolk ·officers• version of the 

Thereafter,. when Mr.· Gi~rratano ·was· committed. to centrai ::state·'·.'··.:-_·. 

Hospital ~~d :_·l~f·t once-· again to provide· hfs own account :·~f·'.·:~h~·: ·_._,:· ... 
. . . . . 

offense, _he. reverted to his original version •. See App~ a2 '· 84. · ·· ·: 
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The discrepancies over the course of his confessions, ·therefore, 

~efle~ted· "his" la~k cif' 1nem_ory: .. fo·r·.th~ evehts" of .the.'crfme· •. i£i~-

confabulation of those eve.nts, lacking any stable ·base. in · actu~l 

. recall,. bent ·to· acc<;lmmodate the Norfolk- officers' suggestio_n. of. 
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·-: 

. . 

details .when :h~. was: in· their _presence·.- : ··.. . .; . . .. · :.· .. _·. :=-_ .. : ·, 
...... _=-... _: ... :·._··.·· .. ·. ~-:~·._:.:=· ·.:.: . . •· -·~·. :: ... _.··· ... --~:. ··_.·;~.:·.=:. ~-...... • ·:· .. ··.-.· .. ·--:: ..... --.--. 

The next step in analyiinq. the reliability of the confessions · 

is to examine the conqruence, or fit, between the details recounted 
- . 

in the confessions and the physical a~d-~rime scene evidence. If 

there is significant incongruence, the. theory that Mr. Giarratano ··s 

confessions were based on imagined, rather~han remembered events, 

is further confirmed. If, however, there is congruence, this 

theory may be called into question. our· analysis has revealed 

significant incongruence. Mr. Giarratano was inaccurate with 

respect to a number of details in the.Norfolk confession: 

1) He confessed that he strangled Michelle Kline with 

his hands. App. 643. However, an independent review by Dr. John 
. . 

smia1-ek, ·_the ·c~ief -Med.ical Examiner for ··the state of -Maryland~· .-of:: .. ·.·:···:_. 

Dr~- Faruk Presswalla' s .. autop~y fi~dings establishes that it is 

unlikely that Michelle was strangled manually. See App. 756. The 

complete absence of the hallmarks of manual strangulation --

11 discreet bruising produced by the assailant's fingers. and 

fingernails mar~s·, among . others" i~·. combination· ~ith "the · 
' -

. .. 
. . 

pattern of injuries on the face" and neck, 
~: . . \. . . ..... ~ 

both externally and 

·internally~. whi~h. wa~·. re~o~ed. by o:t~ :.Pr~~swa.lla; l-ed Dr.:.smialek' .·:· ·.·;:_: 
. . : ··. . . •" ... · .. · ·. . 

to. co~ciude that the strangulation "was most likely. -~c~ompj"i~h~d -"by: .. :· ... : .;. 

a broad object such as a forearm (a t-ype of 'c::hokehold')," not" by 

the use of hands. 12 lsL. 

12 
In the field of forensic pathology, only two types of 

homicidal .strangulation are recognized·, manual or "ligature." 
Strangulat~on by ligature is strangulation by anything other than 
the ~hands, such as a rope, cord, or a chokehold of the. type 
described by Dr. Smialek. See, ~, W. Spitz, R. Fisher, eds .. 
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-~ · 2) . .Mr~ Giarratano confe~sed that, as he. hear~: Barbar~ . ·. · 
• • ,e • ~: • ••• '• • - . ',• • ·, • ·• • •, • •.• • • • • • ~-~ • • .... • • • ., "',•. • .·, •·: ~ :• • • "": 

Kline starting to enter the apartment; he "waited by the wall_ in 

the living room." App. 644. As she unlocked the door and came 

into the. apartment, he tried to run past her, but "she started 

screaming and I stabbed her." ~ Although the precise location 

of the assault on Barbara Kline is not crystal clear from this 

account, it seems that it took place in the hallway between the 

living room and the door into the apartlllent. The account in no way 

suggests · that the stabbing of Barbara Kline took place in the -

bathroom. Even if the stabbing started out in the hallway and 

ended up in the bathroom, there would have been some blood in the 

hallway. However, there was none. All of the crime scene evidence 

pointed to. the entire· assau~t upon Barbara Kline occurring. _in the · · .·. 

bathroom, for all of the blood was there, except for what was 

Medical Legal Investigation of Death 328 (1980). 

Examination of the autopsy report concerning the death of 
Michelle Kline. reveals that the initial findings of. Dr. Press walla · · 
were· the same as the findings on review ·by· Dr. Smialek. · Initia"rly, 
Dr; .. Presswalla · diaqnosed· the· strangulation· of Michelle· as having .. .-:-~· · ·. 
been accomplished by "partial· ligature." App. 660. Thereafter, -
following·. the .. interrogation of Mr. Giarratano. by . the Norfolk. .. ·, 

.. ··aff-i:cers;. in· ·.WhiCh: ·Hz-.' •. :Giarritano.· said. the· ·stranglilat!on.· 'was:.·.· :. 
· accomplis~ed:.m~unially.;<or.: ·Presswa!la· changed h±s diagnosis to· read·~·-··_-:.- .. 
"strangulation,· either .. by partial ·ligatitte' with . metal . choker 
necklace or manually." _App. 662 •. There is nothing .in the.autopsy 
report, .·such·as add~tional·laboratory results or physical f1ndi.ngs, . 
that would explain why, the initial diagnosis of strangulat:ion by·· 
partial ligature was changed to include a diagnosis of 
strangulation· by. partial ligature or manually. . The. only. known .. 
intervening event that might have influenced this change wa·s the 
confession of Mr.· Giarratano. Accordingly, the iriitia~- autopsy· -
findings in Virginia -- which have no cloud over their integrity - · 
- are consistent with the independent findings of Dr. Smialek', 
further· .confirming the likelihood· that Michelle Kline. was ·not. 
str_angl~d. Irianually~ . 
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:tracked out of-there.<~ App. ~7• _ __ -. .- ___ . :.-·:· .; __ . 
. -.. ~ ~, .: . :· ... .. _ .... :. -~- · .. -. · .. ·. ~ : _ ... -: -•: .. ·_. _ ... . :·- ·. : ·:.·: · .. ~~- . --~ :._:·. . .·. ---·: : ... ,. 

3) -Mr." Giarratano confessed to using a_· k-itche_n knife,· 

approximately seven inches long, to kill Barbara K1 in~. App. 64 5 • 

However, none of the three stab wounds inflicted upon Barbara Kline 

was deeper than three inches. App. 656. Given the force utilized 

to inflict these wounds, it is likely that the wounds· would have 

been deeper if inflicted by a knife of the size described by Mr. 

Giarratano. 

4) Mr. Giarratano confessed that he. ·threw the knife 

with which he killed Barbara Kline into the yard adjacent to the 

apartment house. App. 644. However, no knife was ever found in 

that location or any other location .. 

_- 5) _- -In his- confession, Mr. Giarratano indicated -that·=···._: 

Michelle went into the bedroom with him voluntarily, and that his 

assault upon her began after they were in the bedroom. App. 643·. 

In contrast, the officers who investigated the crime scene noted 

the presence _of "drag _Inarks," which. indicated to them that 
.. ·• 

Michelle Kline had been forcibly dJ:agged into· the bedroom~ .App.· 
• : :-:. :- •• 0 0 

. ··-... -
. :·-·· .· : .. ·. 

400. 

5} _ . .-_-~.- _-- Giari":tano confessed t.hat once= lie---··hega~-: --~·e.- . ~: :~

seXua~- assault" upori_ M:i6h~lle·,· .. he ~~:ii·~~- h-er ~-lot~~s of~ -~nd.-:rap~~ ·-~-- ~- .. 

her. ~pp.- 64_3_.- _-__ However, the. physical. eyidence ·suggests:. th~t_ .. : -
• • • 0 • • • • • ••• 

Michelle had h_er clothing on at the time that she died. The 

forensic S_~-ie~tist WhO testified fo~ th~ S-tate noted th~t- th~re' WaS' 
... 

. . . 
a smell of urine in Michelle Kline's underwear and pants. App. 

6-68. The usual cause· for this· is the' emptying- of the bladder which 
• • • • • •• 0 
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. occurs at the. time· o!.-d~ath~ App. _159-76.0,._·.- ~ore?.~~r, ~wh~l:e._ there __ -.: ... -· .. 

was ~~id~nr;e ·~! ~~~~l abu_se,· the ~v~~~-~~~\:~f~:···~~~t -~~~~--~~~-~~~ .·, · :. · ·: 
the form of that abuse constituted rape. Dr. Presswalla's report 

and testimony do not mention penile penetration, which is necessary 

to a finding of rape in Virqinia. The report of forensic evidence 

expert Pat Wojtkiewicz indicat~s that what Dr. Presswalla found -

- the presence of spermatozoa, but the absence of semen, in 

Michelle's vagina-- demonstrates only that intercourse, consensual 

or otherwise, had taken place. within 72 hours ~receding death. 

App. 759. Doubt about whether there was a rape was particularly 

significant, for the finding of a rape made the murder of Michelle 

Kline a capital felony instead of a life felony. 

1): .. Mr •. Giar:atano confessed· ·that .. when he left -the 

apartment after· the murders, 
. . ·. he "locked the bottom door with . . . 

Michelle 1 s keys and threw the keys in the dumpster across the 

street." App. 645. The crime scene facts, however, contradicted 

the accuracy of this statement. When the landlord discovered the. 

bodies on Februaiy·s, i979, he ~epcirted that the .bottom door of the 
. -... :. 

apartment was unlocked·,· rather than locked. 
.. . . . . ..... . 

· -··In iso~at;ori~ ~e inconsistencies···b_etween th:ese.·eiements:···af- -~-- ::-· 

Mr. G·l~~a~~no•~s;_·.-c6n-fe~si·o.n .. and .. th~- ~hy:sicial. and .. · cr~~-. s~e~~~- .·· _. ~- > 
:. evidence may· _see.m: ·~~consequential.- .· · How~ver ~ . in context, -as paJ;t · ... 

. .· .. . . .,. 

of a systematic analysis of the reliability of the confessions, 
• : 0. . ·.· . . . 

these: inconsistencies add considerable. _weigh.t tt? th.e view that. Mr. 

Giarratano's confessions were based upon what he imagined ra~er 

· t~arr what he· reli).emberecL ... .. . ·. 
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As . we have shown,_ .- when. . one.· searches fer.· facts. known ·.by. Mr.· · · : . ·_ . . 
. . . ·-.. ·. .. ·_: ·. . . . . . -· .. · .... : . . . ..... -: ': -:_ . . . ·-.. · ·.. . .. " --~ :. ~-~- •.; :···~',:-~-.. _:·· 

Giarratano independent· of-~y prompting by the p6~ice,-whi~ only 
. . 

the killer could have known, one finds that there are no such 

facts. Further, when one examines the two major factual 

inconsistencies between the confessions to the Jacksonville 

deputies and the confession to the Norfolk officers, all of the 

available evidence establishes that Mr. Giarratano had no knowledge 

on his own that Michelle Kline was raped, that he had no knowledge 

on his own that Michelle Kline was killed first, and that he 

obtained knowledge of these facts and adopted them as his own 

during the course of the interrogation by the Norfolk officers. 

In this context, the additional inconsistencies between Mr. 

Giarratano' s·. Norfolk·· confession and the crime. scene· evidence ..... 

confirm that he was providing details about the crime, not from 
.... -~ ... 

recollection, but from what he imagined had taken place. 

Without a presumption of reliability, therefore, Mr. 

Giarratano's confessions cann_ot withstand critical sc~tiny. From. 

any analytl.cal',. perspecti~~, :. ~iased analysis yields. the 
.. 

same 
.. . . . .. -. . . . . . . . . . . -.. · -....... _· :· _ .. ;_~·-_. ·.-· 

conclusion: no ·aspect of the confessions provides any _assurance 

.·. . : . .. : . ... 

from what h~ ·. hiaqin~d 'he·. did:. 

·confessions out .of-·-the quicksand o~. doubt.--. . . . . . . .. 

. . . . .· ....... · 
c. . The EVidence Apart from the Confessions 

In some cases in which a conviction rests upon a confession, 

and. evidence later . ~hews :th~· con_fess-icn. to: have·_. b~en. urirel:ia.Oie., . 
. . . ·. 
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the. unreliabil·ity .. o~ the confession may be ·in<?onsequenti~l.-. There·._. ·.-: 

:m~~ ·:b·~· -~~i~~n~-~ -~i· :qu·i~t ~part- ·f~~m the··~~~i~;~i~~·· ~~i~;:.:··i:~·--·~~~- .. .-<:·.: 

substantial that there is still no. reasonable doubt about guilt. 

Mr. Giarratano's c~se is not such a case. 

Apart from his confession, the evidence of Mr. Giarratano's 

guilt leaves far too.much doubt to sustain his conviction. The 

presence of one fingerprint from Mr. Giarratano in a bedroom of the . . . . . . 

apartment where no event related to the crime took place means 

nothing. Since he lived with Barbara and Michelle Klir..~ for 

several weeks, one would expect to find his fingerprints anywhere 

in the apartment. The presence of a single pubic hair similar to 

his own is equally insignificant. That hair could not be 

identified with: ·any certa~nty as his., and ther~ were· many. other· .. 

pubic hairs on or near Michelle's body which were not identified 

as either his or Michelle's. Further, as Pat Woj tkiewcz ,· an 

experienced forensic examiner for the State of Louisiana has 

explained in reviewing this evidence, one would expect, as with the 

fingerprint, 'to find 'such evidence. anY-where in an' apartm~nt wh.eie .. 
- -. _;. 

758. 
.. 

No ·ather physical 
... ·.·. 

Mr. Giarratano App. or 

t~stimonial ~vidence·· connected Mr.· Giarratano to· ·the sexual· .. assaui t ... ; · .. '.:-: · 
. . 

•. . · .... ·. .:: .. : .·.: . · •. 

· Finally,· .. the tw~· spots of .0+ ·blood on one of Mr. Gia:t;ra:tai:lo 's .... · .. 
... · . : 

boots plainly did not originate from his walking in the blood of 

Barbara Kline,·· ·a~. the co~onweaith. may ha.;,e tried. to. i~p_ly _by,_· . 
. . 

introducing photographs showing bloody footprints. leading away f~om 

_Barbara· .. Kline.'s .body .. ·: ·see App.: 768-770. (a~fida~it, .of·. June· ·Bx:~wne:·· .. ·r:. :. 
. . . . : . . 
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·.··· ... 

·Tillman,. t.lle prose_~tion' s _ s~roloqist);: 7.71-772 . .,: And -while:-:- : :._: 

Michelle ··nfrie. d.ld \~~~e --~- -~l~c;ci~-- ~e ~o~t ~o~~·· ~~~;<th~-~~ ~~~- :·< ~·: .. 

no evidence that she bled externally from her vaginal lacerations 

or from any other injury in sufficient quantity to have accounted 

for the blood_ on Mr. Giarratano's boot. Thus, for example, no 

evidence of bloody clothes, sheets, blankets -- in short any of the 

materials that she naturally would have deposited blood on if she 

had bleed externally in any quantity -- was introduced. In fact, 

there was no such evidence. As Peter Mohrmann, the person whom the 

police brought to the apartment to identify the bodies, receptly 

responded when asked by an investigator whether there was any blood 

around Michelle Kline's body, 

App. 766. 

No, not at. all, she was- sprawled over the bed, .. 
her legs from the· knee on was-hanging down, so 
uh, there was no blood. You would have spotted 
it, I :inean, white bed sheet and b-lood, no, you 
would have spotted it. 

Thus, the. physical. and crime scene evidence was at least as 

consistent w±th ·Mr~ Giarratano's. ·innocence as .it was· with his 

guilt. 

.. 

·. · .. 

examination -of· ·his .confessions· is in no· way allayed···by· ·th~:._ :~ ...... 

evidence:: 
. . ·.: 

·: ··. .. ·· ... 

.. 
D.· EVidence tliat someone Else committed the Murder: · .. 

. ··In ·the course. of reinvestigating _ Mr: •.. Giarratano's .. case, .. we· .. · .. 
. . . . . . . . 

have found a number of. facts _which point to the possibi.li ty that 

someone else other than Joe Giarratano murdered Barbara and 

-· 

.. 

· . 
. Michelle. Kline~> The~~-: facts are ·n~t s.ufficl.~nt :t~ ~s·t~lis;h bey~ri~ . · .... 

. . . . . 
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a reasonable doubt.:~at some()~ else commi.~te~ ~~ lllurder; but··th~)y;.r __ 

do · :~~~~ide-_ --~~"j:~{: ~~re ._.· r~i~io~~~rit. _.·. ·f:~~: ··the. --~~~t ~bout-- Mr. -·· ... :· ·. · ·-

Giarratano's quilt. 

we have learned that one of the items found in the Klines • 

apartment was a driver's license belonging to a male other than Mr. 

Giarratano. App. 675. We do not know to whom that license 

belongs, but we have confirmed that·such a license was found by the 

officers investigating the crime scene. See Interview of Reporter 

from Der Spiegel {German) Television with Bert Rohrer, spokesperson 

for the Attorney General. During the pendency of Mr. Giarratano's 

habeas corpus proceeding in the United States District Court for 

the Eastern Distric~ of Virginia in 1987, we requested that the 

court order the Commonwealth to· produce this _ dr.i ver' s 1 ic'ense. . The 
. . . . . . . . . . ~ .. . 

court denied our_re~est, however. our subsequent requests to the 
... : 

Attorney General that this evidence, along with other evidence not 

previously disclosed, b~ turned over to us, have been ignored. 

The pre~ence of another man.' s driver's license in the Klines • 

apartm~nt is" ~ic;ni!icant" on its own and _.aiso when cons~dered i~ 

light: o-~: the ~~i~~~~i~i~~ f.ing~r.Pri~t~. ~d publ.~ hai;~: th~~ --~~~ 
... . . . 

. collected. ·at· the ·crime.· sc-ene. As .. ·we-·. have· noted,· twenty..oc;:)nE!: ·, ··-:·.-~ 

- fi~~e~;{nt.~· .. _:·s~!ri"d~~t · f~~-: id~nt-if~~~~"io;.---~e~~-- c~llec~e~ ·i~---~h~.-_.·."_:·_:··.·-.· 
apartment, .but (?nly. one· was identified. as. :Mr. Giarratano.'·s ·. · . · 

. . 

fingerprint. We do not~ know whether the other twenty finge;prints 

-~e~e ide~tifi~d ·'~5-· b~l~~g-ing ._.to- -B~rbar~- o;~ Mich~·:li~ · i:ii~~~ ·ior · ·· 
there was no testimony about the other twenty fingerprints, and we 

~a~. not- be~~- p~ovided. ·laboratocy..--_report~. concei_ninq· the. a.ttemptS-' .· . . . . . . . . . .... ~: ·. ~-
... · .· . - ..... 
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to ident.Uy· the other twenty ff:ngerprint_s. · How_ever, . · . · .. ,·. 

if those 
_. ·· . .·- . "\. 

. . . -~ . 

fing~~~irits · did .. not ·match the fingerprints .of tlie Klines-, · they 

might have been the fingerprints of another person, perhaps the 

person whose driver's license was found in the apartment. 

similarly, six pubic hairs were collected from the crime which were 

inconsistent wi~ Mr. Giarratano's J?ubic hair. No pubic hairs were 

collected from Barbara or Michelle Kline so we do not know whether 

the unidentified pubic hairs were consistent with theirs. However, 

as with the fingerprints, if they were not consistent with the 

Klines' pubic. hair, these unidentified hairs may have been 

consistent with the pubic hair of the person whose driver's license 

was found in the apartment. 

.·. 

-: .·.• 
... 

Fina~ly,. our .. investigation has identified a man. who: may ~.ave·.··.··; .. ~ .. 

been the killer. His history of previous s~xual assaults and his 

relationship with Barbara Kline suggest that he is the kind of 

person who could well have killed Barbara Kline and raped and . . 
killed her daughter. Because our investigation into· this person . 

is continuing at· the present, we cannot disclose in this P.et.ition ·. 
.. . .... · .· 

all of the details ~hich ha~e singied this _perso~· out as ~·.likely>.':· .. 

suspect. However, .··for: the·~·.confidential· use' 'of'. the Gove'rno~t~ :>· ,.;:·~ . 
. ; . . . ·. . . -: . . . ·_: .. -;_ . : 0 .. : :_ ... , . -.. . . . _:. . ... --~ . . . ·, . ·. ·:· . ·. 0 ·_ . . ...... 0 .. . ...... · •.. 0 0: ....... ·~·. :- ... ~- ~ 

office~.· we have submitted under seal 'copies of' the affidavits whl_ch. ·.·. . 

.were··_provided to·:t:he _:federal cow;:ts,. setting. forth ·the info~~t~~n ... , · 

known about this person. See App. 774-783 (in separate envelope). 

-~i~en·'·tii~ se~slti~~ -~nd.' o~~~in; ~a~ure of ~-~ 'in~~~tigation cf""thi~- . ·. :·· ·: 

.. :: . 
person, we ask that the Governor's office retain this information 

. · unde:t:·.seal···and: n~t ·al·l.ow· it··to: .. be~ publicly_ disc~osed.. : . _:.··· · .. ~., .· .. :··· -~ · ·,·.' 
: .· 
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.. ~ .· . 
_: .... . · ... 

.. . . 

•••• · ·. ~oncl us:i:on : .. 
. .~ ~- .-. . . 

-~- ... ·: ~ :~ -~ :. ~- ...... -~ . . . . ·.•. . . : .. ·. ~;. _ ..... : . ~· .... . _ ...... .... . .. . · .. · ... . . . . ~ .; . : ... . ·: •. 

·For ~ese reasons,· we· believe that there is ·substantial doubt· 

at least reasonable· doubt -- about Mr. Giarratano's quilt. 

Further, we believe that any indepen~e~t, even-handed examination 

of the record in this matter will lead anyone to the same 

conclusion. our discussion of the doubt about Mr. Giarratano's 

guilt has carefully taken into account the questions previously 
. .. . . . ..... 

raised by the Attorney General in relation t~ this matter. _We are 

open to, indeed we invite, further questioning and inquiry into 

this matter by the Governor and his staff. We have.nothing to 

hide, we have distorted nothing, and we have tried to take into 

account all the known facts. To our knowledge, there are no facts 
. . 

.which allay: the ·gnawi:ng. concern that .Joe Giarratano did not comntft·: . 

the crimes for which he has been convicted and sentenced to death. 

PAR'l' TmU!E: 

Why. The Courts Rave Failed to Intervene 
Despite the_Emarqence of Rea~onable Doubt 

About Joe Giarratano •·s. Guilt 

.. 

.. . . . . 

· .. ·.-... ,. . 
. -~ .. ~ .. · ... -· . ' 

. . . 

. In . the . face . of. _the .doubt that now .e~ists about· Mr. 
. .·· .. ·· .. _ .. · .. -.:·. -.~ ... ~ 

Gi~~rata~o's-. -~i.lt,: . o~e;_ ~u~t. ~~nder. ·why·:·· the-· .. courts -~.ha:,:;~:.~ n9t :·. ···" : ... ; 

. intervened. and ordered ·a· new trial. The . answer lies in . the 
. . 

insidious ... effects of·· Mr. Giarratano's mental and · emotionai . · · 

disabilities· on;· -the entire·.course of -j':ldicial proc;:aed-ings ·i~::his ·. 

ca~e, -and in the rigidity with which the. courts have. ··view"ed" tlie·. 

relc:tively. recent, an~ ·_by. their measure,. i:n-excusably ia~e, 
·. disc~~e~ -~~.~~-~·::~a~~:~~: ·--~~~u~a·-~t:.~-i~,i~~~y--.~oi:~~~~~···.~·~:~~~-:~·;~~- ·._:·:·:· .,. 
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; . ....... . _ .... :-. -~ .. ·. 

ccl.irts have::no~·had··to· :fac~: up ·to-. the tr.u.-th·~o~t-Mr •. Giaftatan6•~ . .-- ... · · .. · 
• • •••• • • •• • • .... :'.. •. -:· • • .. • • •• •• ... ~ • • • • •• • .. • • • : • • •• ~ •• • • .. • • ... .. • • • • • - •••• • -~- !"': •• , 

-~~~~-:. · h~w ~~mpr~mis~d and in6om~etent .. h~ w~s ·~t ~-~ .~i~e.· of t~i~l:,.·_. . .: 

ho~ difficult his incompetence was to appreciate Until many years 

later, and how this has created the risk that an innocent person 

will be executed. Fortunately for the interests of justice, the 

Governor is not ensnared by the same rules. 

As we have noted throughout this petition, at the time he was 

tried and .for some time the:r:eafter, Mr~ Giarratano suffered_ from 

multiple, serious mental disabilities, ·many of which had their . 

genesis in the unrelenting abuse he suffered as a child. He 

suffered from a mental illness called schizoaffective disorder, 

which clouded his ability to perceive and think accurately about 

reality·. ··and , which caused. periods of · profound depression·;, 

characterized by feelings of worthlessness, self-hatred_, and · · 
. : .. 

suicidal thoughts and behavior. App. 785-788. He suffered from 

many years of drug abuse, which also compromised his ability to 

perceive and think accurately about reality. ~; App. 792~ He 
. . 

suffered rrom brain damage, 
. ·· .. •· . • . ... · .... · .. . . . . .'. :·. ;• .. : . 

schizoaffective disorder and drug abuse. App. 791-792 • And· 
..• 

. finaii;-, : ~;:; ..... ~:'-.r~s~i:t. of·: -o~e . o-i··'_'m~re. of. thes~: diso~du~:. 'o::r··:·.til~--~::.:_~ . :·.:· 
u~r~le~t·i~~- y~a;s· ~i ~~se: ~~d·-~~i~i~{i6b:, ·.he. ~~ffe·r~~-·-~;~~ -~~,~~~/··: ··/:··. 

. . . . . . 

_.impairment!· causi~ci him ,·to be ·hfgh~y : suggesti_bi~· arid. ·P.rC?ne· .. ~.o- ... ·· 

confabulation. App. 731-740 • 
. · . -· . . .... .. . -.·· . :·.- . . .. . . ~ -· ... ··:- -~·:· ... 

These disabilities set up_ an insidious process. after Mr. 
. . . . . .• • .. 

. 
Giarratano learned· that Barbara and Michelle Kline had been 

murdered·. . ?rotie·. to ·~th±riking. ·1:he·· wbrst ' about·-~hilnself ;.:· lie···.came·.::_to -~· .. :-·_ ..... 
. . . .- . ·. .- ·. - - ·. . . .·. -- ... . ~. . ..: .. . . . . . . . ..... ·.• .· .. - .. . : . . . .. 

. . · ... · . . ... . . .. ··. ... ·:. . .. . . . ..• :. : . . . · .. · .. 
. . . .. . 
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.... 

believe -:that :he ~d _ccmmitt~ .th~ murders •. --Not-. aware_ that he- b:ad. _: ...,_: ~-
~ ": ·,.. .: .... • .. :-: .. ' ·. . . • . .. • : ...... · .~ •. ·. . . .: .-· !-;; .. :. " . · .. ·. ~- .. ·.'".: ~~·-:· ~ ~~ .: . ~-- . 

-n~ .memory- ~f- Commi t;tinq the murderS 1 he _un-COnsciou~iy" filied the· 

void with a confabulated version of events and,. again 

unconsciously, embraced the suggestions of the police as to the 

details. Driven by contempt for himself for what he.believe he 

had done, he did all he could to s~~re his demise. He tried to 

commit suicide several times, he threatened violence to those who 

tried to prevent his suicide, he told of a past riddled with 

violence, and he failed to contest his mother 1 s false 

characterization of him as a problem child who was violent, self

pitying, and hateful toward those (like her) who tried to embrace 

him. 

_ ·rn re~rospect; it -is ~asy. to see that Mr._ Giarratan·o w-as··_ 

incompetent to stand ~rial. He had no ability to assist in his 
. ... 

defense. He was so immersed in the imagined horror of murdering 

the Klines that he precluded any real trial. 

The contradictions in Mr.. Giarratano 1 s .various confess_ions _ -

were apparent to everyone. Nor..etheless, because Mr. Giarratano ·was . - . ·-· 
. . . •. ·... . . . . .· ; ... · ... 

so convinced of his . own ciuil t, he was psychologically unabl~ -_to.· ... ~- :·· 

.. ·defend : himself. and ·.he··. fo"reciosed .. _· any .. : poss.ibility" : th~t· -~~-.'._· ·==-~ ;. 
. . ... . . . . . . 

• : • • o •: : ·~·· • •. I ~ •• :·. • .~ • •• • ~. • •• • •• - • : • • • ".• o • • .• ... : o • • • o • o • • o •: • :• :• :" "•" ,.:• • o • ~ • & • • • : • _ _. :·· •: •• .. : i. : 

reliability of his :confessions··would be carefully ·scrutinized o:r-· 

. that .. the -pros_ecution.: would·· ~e.·. requi~ed. to_ .. prove. his . guilt by . ·,. ,. 

evidence apart from his confessions. As the record amply 
. . . . .. ·.. . ... . . . . . .. ··. " . . : 

demonstrates, his- atto·rn~y ·s-imply assumed that Mr. Giarratano was 
. ... . . . . 

guilty, just as did everyone else, including Dr. Ryans and t:tle 

·police ·o'ffice:ts·.:-".-. :: ·_ . ~. . -.. .· . . . . .. . . .. .:. ~ ... ....... 
...... ; ... "': .: J. •• -:.: :··. -~-- : -~ ·.· .. -

·: .... . •. ·:"""··. ·:.; 

. . . ·. ·.-.·· .. 
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· Thus,. wh.~n ·-the ._Norfol~ :pol_;ca ::~~fice~s ~e~~ face~ with: .. the .. · : ~ :~ .. 

mos~ ·:~~d:menta{:· -~o~tr~df~-~~~~---bekw~e~_--.·-~~-.7. ~i:~~t~6·~-~---i~~~;~-~- ... -~ . ..: .~: · 

accounts to the Jacksonville deputies and what they knew about the 

crime, they did not hesitate to structure the interroqation so that 

the February s confession would conform to the major components of 

the crilne. In other contexts, such contradictions would have 

raised suspicion about the reliability of the initial accounts and 
.. ·. 

hence, about the reliability ~nd guilt of the confessor, but_not 

here, so strong and convincing was Mr. Giarratano's belief in his 

own guilt. 

When these same fundamental contradictions surfaced again 

during the Central State evaluation, Dr. Ryans accurately 

attributed them ···:to· confabulation. . ~- Yet·. this acknowl~dgment_ ·of .. _: 

unreliability was ignored because all of the participants at the 
. . 

trial assumed that Mr. Giarratano was guilty of the killings 

despite his difficulty in providing a consistent account of what 

took place. And _finally, because the. confessions were assumed to 
.. 

. . . . 

·phy~ical· evidence ·for ·its bearing on ·the ide.nti.ty ·of ·the Klin.es•. · .. · .. ·, .. 

_kille~. · ·· Althoug~ . that· eyfde.nce: :. failed ·:·complet~iy . .- ta· l·ink. ·Hi-; .. · ... ~._.:_ 
Gi~rratan~·· to . the. commission . of: .. th~ ·. crimes·, : ,t~is was neve~~-'~-~~-_·.>·.· · 
concern to .. anyon·e. ·. . . . : . 

Mr. Giarratano was so convinced of his guilt and his 

~ci:rth.:l~ssn~s~· -~h~~ he po~~·a;e·d him~·ei!.·;..::.- and allowed his "mother 
. . 

to portray him -- as the very kind of person whom one would expect 

· to commit _a: ·.crime- ·like. this·. -·.· · . .. · ... · ... · · ~ ·:--: '·:. ... . · ..- · . .- :·. , ·. ·: :. ·: ·· 
: • • 0 - • 0 • 0 ., • • • • • • • •• 

... : .. ~ ·: ... : .. ; . 
•• • 0 •• 

. -:. : ... .·~ 
; ... 

: .·. . •. ·. . . .. . : ·= .. • · 
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.·' . -

. At. central State; ~. ~~~~~o told pr~ .Ryans .. ~at :he was 
. : • . : • . •.• :· . • •• • . · .• · • • >··: 

· d~~e~il'led ~o _kill.hbnself, and that if. an ·aide "tri~d 1:·o st~p him, 

he would take [the aide] with him." App. 82. Further, he gave Dr. 

Ryans a vivid history of h~s past violent behavior. For example, 

he told Dr. Ryans that once when he was incarcerated in a state 

prison in Florida, he was transferred from the prison to the 

university of Florida mental ward "because I was violent, I tore 

a bed out of a wall and beat down the wall and also beat the hell 

out of a recurity officer." App. 82. He told Dr. Ryans that at 

the time he was transferred to the University of Florida mental 

ward he was serving a five-year sentence for three counts of 

aggravated assault of a police officer with intent to kill.. ~ 

. ~ . · . 

... 
.• : 

. ·. Mr.o .. Giarratano•s·mother,· ca~ol. Parise, willingly picked- up the·.-~···'·::·· 

brush to help pain:t · the portrait o_f her_ son's worthlessness. Ms. 

Parise portrayed her son as a·problem child who ha~ always been 

violent -- within his family, App. 803 ("he beat up on the twins 

and his sister constantly"); outside the home, ·id. ("[h]e _was 

ofte~ aggressive with ·p~erS and frequently got into fight·s") ";.and 

even .. d~;iii~: ho~p.ltali~at.ion~,,::~~p. 804 ("Mrs. P~ris·~ related---~a~:·: .-: .... ·· 

.throug.hout · .. air ·. "of . ·-·:roseph·i ~- .. su"icide : .. attempts· anO:. :.: .:·:!Sho~ .·~: ·.: .. ··.-~:·:· 

hos~i~~lizati·ons,··,_~~ :~~s -·~lway~ -·~~~ viole~t[.;] (~Jh;··:·;~ia·i~~----~: ;" ~ .. ~ ·. 

~tory of :him beinq _st:;-apped ~-o. hospital. beds: and ·rippin<i .the· straps- .·.-. ·· · 
• • • J • • • • • • • •• • • •4 . • • • • • • 

off and jumping out of beds(;] (s]he relates another story of him 
. . . . 

be.ing·i~. ~~ralght ··j~ck·~~~ ~·nd·. ~ippi~g himself. o~t of -th~~") ~· ... ·Ms. 
. . . . . . . 

Parise admitted. that she.occasio~ally lost her .patie~ce wi~ Jc~ 

and·.·· ab~ed :him,·'. :App·., ::608 ~-- ·.btt_t portrayed·-. herself· ·'as_-· -usuaJ:1:y-.~·· -·~ .. · 
. .. ··. . . . .. ; • . ......... ··.• . : .• · = .. : .: .... :. . .••• 

. . : ·.· ...... ;..• ... ·:. ... ~ .... .. · .. ·• 
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supportive·· and _as always ~e1:e tor.· him;: .. "througl;l all _o.f.- -[Joe-'s}:_:· .·.·_ .. :.·." 
: . . . - .. .. : . : ... . . -_ . - . . . . ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ .~.- . -~- . : .. . : .. 

viol~nt outbre-aks sh~ .was the. one that could always· tal~ to:··h-im and 
calm him down and control him(:] (s]he relates that she was always 

there with cops, paramedics, and Joseph trying to help in which 

ever way she could." App. 804. To emphasize her role of support 

despite Joe • s problematic character, she ·solicited letters of 

support for herself attesting to _her long-suffering and patient 

outreach to her son, see 807-814 -- even though the request which 
. .· . 

elicited these letters had been a request for letters about ,Joe. 

App. 616. 1 

Further, Ms. Parise first suggested a motive that may have 

pushed her son to commit the murders, a motive which had its 

genesis in .. _her · be.lief. that Joe . was . inveterately: h-ateful · arid.·_·· 
. .. ~. 

violent:. 

She related to [the par·ole officer helping with 
the presentence investigation] that she really 
does believe that Joseph loves her dearly. 
However he also hates her. She firmly believes 
that when-he killed this woman and child in 

. Virginia,_ in his mind he was. killing his mother 
·and sister Nickie. She says ·it is a 

.· frightening thought to·· admit but she tru.ly_·· ... 
· believes it. . . . · · . 

. ··-. 

Ap"p. _·ao4 •· .. Ms •. ·Parl.~e's. sp~cuiatio;i. th~rea.fter . . : . . ~ . . 
ga~ned preminence ·-:~.--.. -~ 

# • 

when, d~~ing<t:h~· c~~~s~. ~~-.the .. ~~~luation of Ml:. Gi~;ra~~n-~ · ·!6i- -th~-- ·.: --~'--

·sent~nc~ng . phas.e· o~- the . tr~al by Dr. · Robert Showalter artd. · .his .. ·. -~ 

.Ms. Parise~ s .. letters . o-f support, ironically,. were provided· ... ·. · 
by many of the other persons who had j.oined in her abuse ·of ,Joe 
over the years. - In recent years,· a number· of: these people -have · · 
been convicted for their inv~lvement in the activities of a major 

_d:Ug cart71, as we documented in~ Motion for Relief from Judgment, 
... f~·led Apz:~·::t-7 r-.·l~89 .in·Giarratano·v;.···Procunie-r·:;_ -No. 83~18:S-N··-fE.-.;O-.::·. ···. 

. Va) . . · . . _ . . . . . . . . . .. _. · .: o • .- • • • • •• • • • . • , . :.. • • • • , .•• : ~ , , ... 
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colleagues,,:: Mr.:. Giarr:a~ano. was. aske~ if .he._ .could .... h~ve.: ~~>-' _,:··:; ·· 
--~~~1i~~~l;· -~i~·li~~:. hls -~~h~;. -~d -~is~~r ~hen ~h~ ·.killed. th~·-:·<·_. ·, 

Klines. He said that he thought he could have been. See App. 625-. 

626. or. MacKeith and Or. Gudjonsson have recently demonstrated 

that Mr. Gia,rratano • s ratification of this theory was probably 

nothing more than an example of his vulnerability to suggestion, 

but Ms. Parise • s characterization of her son • s nmotive" for killing 

the Klines. nevertheless found its way into the trial with the 

seeming agreement of Mr. Giarratano himself. 

Finally, Ms. Parise capped off the portrait of her son as a 

prototypical murderer by assur~ng the court that the problem with 

her son was simply bad character, not something more mitigating, 

like. menta~ .illness. or disability.: -Mr. Giarratano inform~d various·. · ...... . . .. 

evaluators that he had been committed for psychiatric treatment 

during his adolescence. When the presentence report investigator 

asked Ms. Parise for ·further details about this, Ms. Parise said 

"[s)he talked to (Joe's] psychiatrist who told her. that 'Joseph is . . 

just an obese child who feels· sorry for himself.'" App. S04·. ·. 
-. ·· .... · 

:As.~~- dem-~ns.tr~ted in P~~ a·ne or the :Petition, s~or~,:··~e now··.::.:··: .. 

kno~. tha:t ·ev:eey .. -~spect: ·of···the: portrait: of: Mr. -Giarratano· pa'inted: . .': · ::· 
. . ~ . .. . .. . : :. . ·.··· 

b.y M±:-·. G-iarr~tan6 ·and. hl.s·.·.Iilother wa~ pate~tly ·faise. Ho~ever ,. Mr: 
Gia;rrataJ?-6 was ·so bent. upon. s~f:-destructiot?- that he. embraced· -i~ .. 

rather than contradicting it. 
.. . 

. In . retrospect, therefore~ it is easy to see that Mr. 
. .. 

.· 

Giarratano•.s trial was a non-trial. The only ·.real trial that· 

. ·occurred-in~ his .. case-.was·· in·-.his .·profoundly .d·isturbed: .. mind~: once ... ·. ····' 
· .. .., . · .. . .. • 

68 
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.· . . : . .... . . · .. · 
.·.· •... :··=-

he had:·become ·.}::l:;e: • ~deluded instrument of ·bis ·own -~o~icti~~, '" ... ·.> · 

611~~~ · v· .. · ·--~o~n~c~i"~~, · · ·j6~-- _·;·~-~~ · ·· s6s-,· · ~8·1-~~r · (~-9~·1·> ·::~(·~~-~i~~: ~-.. 

Hawkins, Pleas of the Crown 595 (8th ed. 1824)), everyone else 

-- the police officers who interrogated him, the state hospital 

psychiatrist, his mother, the prosecution, the defense attorney and 

the court -- merely ratified his own. conclusion. Because he was 

mentally unable to defend himself, · all of the constitutional 
. . . -

safeguards designed to prevent this_from occurrinq·were nullified. 
. : . . . . . 

As insidious as it was during his trial, Mr. Giarratano's 

incompetence to stand trial has now been exposed. Indeed, it was 

partially exposed in federal habeas corpus proceedings in 1985, and 

became fully exposed by 1987~ However, the courts failed to take 

any ·steps.-· tt?. rectify Mr.· ~Gia~atano' s situation. Despite .. ~e, 

emergence of reasonable_doubt about his quilt and the revelation 

of his incompetence and how it operated to obscure doubt about his 

guilt and to conceal his humanity and virtues of character, the 

courts have refused to intervene must and require a new trial. The 

COUrtS I . r3fUSal "tO interV-ene mUSt be UnderstOOd I for it ShOUld 

: ... · 

..... 

· . .. . 

: . ::: .. . .. . 

serve as a stimulus ·for approp~ate 
. .. . · . .-.... ·~ : .· . . .. 

remedi~l. action" ·_by·_ the.. .., 

Governor.·· 
. · .... .. ·.. . . . 

.. 

..: .. ·: 

·: .. · 

that- Mr. Gi~rrat~no. has_ .. waived any ·c~aim 
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . 

incompetent. They have faulted him 

: .. · .. :.:"- . .. . . . : 

~at ·he ·was· trie4 wh.~n·. ·: · .. 
. .. 

for not exposing. his 

incomp·e_te~ce earlier. in _ihe j-udicial proc.ess.·. The fact·S" u'nderlyinsr 
·. . .... 

. . 
the courts·• assessment of fault are as follows • 

.1I:l!~r~- wa.~ an .. inquiry ii?-to Mr .. _Giarratano•.s: comp·~t~nce -t~:··s:tand:- . 
. . 

:· . .: · .. 
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·.·: ·-; 

. . .... ·· . 
trial.at _the __ very.:_beqinn~q ·of the. ·c.ommonwealth's .. p~~~ecut-fan ·of..<:.··~·.:·.· 

• • -_ .... '· •• • 0 ~~ •• :. o. . • ••• • • • •• • • • •• : -~- •• ••• • •• • •• ~ ' •• : :. : '· ••• 0 ••• : ·.: ::- • .. • 0 •• •• -~ •• • ·.:..:. ~ • 

him. Shortly after he· was brought back to Norfolk· from·.·· . 

Jacksonville, Mr. Giarratano noticed the blood on one of his boots 

and turned them over to the dectives. Immediately thereafter, he 

attempted suicide. As a result, he was committed to Central State 

Hospital for evaluation by Dr. Ry~s and his colleagues. Noting 

that he felt a deep sense of guilt for the crime, that he was 

depressed, and that he might continue to be suicidal, Dr. Ry_an~ 

nevertheless founc; Mr. Giarrata.1o competent. 

Mr. Giarratano continued for some time thereafter to be 

· .. 

suicidal. He attempted suicide again at Central State and at the 

Norfolk jail after_his return from Central State. He rejected an. 

offer of" a .plea· bargain 'for- a life.·sentence,: insisted .. on going t.o .. 

trial asserting an i~sanity defense for which there was no 
~ . . . . :· 

evidentiary support, and at the conclusion of the trial, asked the 

judge to sentence him to death. For· four year.s thereafter··--. . 

during the course of his. direct appeal and state habeas proceedings· 

-- he attempted suici~~ _several more times, ~as" per~o~~-c~-:.-liy·'··· ... 
~ . ·. ' .. •. .. . . . ~ : ·. -~ 

transferred to Centrai State:, and on one occasion ref~~ed to pur~~~· .. · 

iegal proceed.irtgs ·iri · the f~ce o·f: ."·an · i~p~nding: ·exe~utiori··. ··(i·~-t~~.::: _.·:.·~.-.: · 
• • • • • ·-.~· •• 0 • - .. • • : .. ·., .... ; • • • ~; • • • • • • • • : • • : ···,_: ~ • • •• \ • ... _ • ·:::_ -;-~; ~-... ::~- :: 

Throughout this· period of. time,. he ·suffered the:· hallucim~.ti~ns,_ .· · 
. 

delusions; ami?iva·lence, and w·ithdr~wa~ associated with. psychot:~c ·. 

illness. 
! .. 

Nearly a year after-Mr. Giarratano 1 s-federal habeas corpus 
. l • : . • • • : 

proceeding was commenced, as a_ result of intensive, sustained 

.·· ·· :~·therapy..Mrl __ Giarratarto-~-S. ·mental health. began·.·to·· improy-e~ '. ····As·Jii:s~_ ...... :. · 
. . - .- : .- - . . . :. . ..·- . . ·. . . . ' . . . . . ·. - . . . . . . ·. . ·... . . . . . .. · ... 

. . . . ;,__ 
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sanity ·r.et~ed:, it ~ecame- inc±easinqly-appar_e_nt to his -L~w?e~s- ~nd· : ·--~ ·_-_ 
• !' ·= . . .. · . . . . . .. ·. . .. ·. . . . . . .• ·.. .· . . . . . . . ; ·.. ·.- .•. · . ~· .• : . • .. 
. . . 

to_ mental health professionals that Mr. Giarratano had . been very,_ 

sick, far sicker than anyone_ had suspected during the trial and 

post-trial period when he was so suic~dal. Moreover, it became 

increasingly apparent that Mr. Giarratano's illness had seriously 

interfered with his defense at trial. . As his illness waned, 

matters which were crucial to his defense, which were previously 

sealed away by the profound lack of _insight associated with. his 

mental illness, gradually emerged. He was able to reveal the 

sordid details of his tortured childhood,· which he had adverted to 

only in opaque generalities at trial., His humaneness and the 

virtues of character which had been concealed by his suicidal 
.. . 

obsession during trial emerged . and flourished. As· a result··: of··.-

these revelations, the process of investigation began which 

ultimately revealed the quicksand of doubt about his quilt. 

Following these revelations, Mr. Giarratano asserted the claim that 

he was incompetent to be tried • 
. · 

When Mr. Giarratano returned to the. state courts to raise his 

claim of tria·l·. inc~mpete~c~--- in .a , ~-t~t~·:· ~abeas corpus pro~eedi~g~ :·: .. -.: .::. 

t·he Com:monwea.ltli: arqued that· he.· h~d. wai,;ed his -~la . .im." by- -: .. rlo~:·· : .. ·-:;::: 

pu~~~ing.· it :~~t~;~·-:{t .·wa~ ·---~i~~~----;~j:~-~d ·:~t. ~~i~l~---.··:·Mr·. ·G~-a~~a:t~~~:-._-; ·-~'·.: 

·responded J?y. offering· the rea'sons why· he· had· not pursued the. claim··· .. ·.· .. ··. 
. . .. . .. . . . . 

of i~competency_at tha~ time, profferi~g evidence to sh~~ that the 
.. - ;-·.. . . : : . . ... · .. ·:· ... · 

full range and legal ~iqnificance of his Cii.sabili ti~s had no.t been . . . . . 

appreciated by anyone at· trial or for some time therea_fter ;. that 

·the ·product :of. his·· disabilities· --.-bfs.·profound· sense·· Of:-:guil.t' and_:-... :.: . 
. - . . ~-. . . . :. . . .~ . . . . ~ .. :. ·. . . .· ::. : . . · .. · . . . . . ... . . · .. : . · ... ··. ~ . . . . . .;, ~ 

# ••• ·. ··. 
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·~ a : • ·,..". ~ : : ~' • • Cl' • .' • • • '·~· o • • • ." •• • - ... "• ..,_ • 

.. · · . 

. desire· . to .. be. :punished . .;.._.- ... haa· ·obs~ed··. from . evecyone •.s·· view·, ... ··>- ... : : 
. incl~~~:~~ ·his--~~~ -~~~ ~~·s. :b~a~·ib~ i~. r~lati~~- ·f~~-'~~ -~~~~~e~ .··-: .. ::· 

against him was genuinely the product of disability rather than 

choice; and that his incompetence was only clear in retrospect, 

after he had regained an extraordinary degree of mental health and 

could reveal matters he could neither recognize nor reveal at 

trial. Notwithstanding his proffer, the state courts held that Mr. 
. . 

Giarratano had waived his incompetency claim by failing to p~rsue 

it earlier. They did not hold a hearing and find that his 

explanation for his failure to pursue the claim was somehow 

lacking. They simply held that the claim was waived for failure 

to raise it earlier. 

The-' federal· habeas courts responded similarly', though. they did· .. · 

not explicitlr frame the issue as one of waiver. Ins~ead,. they __ ._: . 

said that they owed deference to the original· pretrial 

determination that Mr. Giarratano was competent. The underlying 

rationale was.the same, however: notwithstanding the evidence that. 

the pretrial_~ompetency ~~terminat.l:-on had failed to appreciate the 
.• ·. :. • ·. ~- . ·. .... . ·. . .. • : . •. - . . . . . . .. . . . . : . . . .: . . • : • • . • . . • ---~ :- ·. .~ .• • •• ~-.. i 

full range of Mr. Giarrat~no•s.disabilities; that his disabi~ities 

had/the~ef"f~ct of. :·obseur.ing hi·s:·i~co~pete~~; and:that the. p~~~-g~ .. : ........ 
of.· ti;~ .. -~nd·: · ~;~~b~ati6~ '· ~~-?" ~~~~~~-v -~~~i~ : h.aci·· ~~veaie~: ,::~~~-:~ .. : :< · 

. compromised the .. truthfindirig- proces~-- had· ·been· at Mr. · Giarrat-ano •·s · .. . . . . . .. . . :. . . . . . 

trial, the federal courts_wer~ bound by the original trial court 
. . . . . .. ·. . . ~ ... ·· 

determinati~n of competency. 

While policies that accord finality to·state convictions can 

·.· serve 'worthy 'soci~tai': ·goals-,·· the· cou-rts'·· ;-.iq-~d: adhe;t-ence·. to-··thoS:e·.-····~~::_ . . . - . .. . . . , 
.. . •• - ! . : ~:- . . : . .. : • • • • _ .. . . . . .. 
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policies ·in Hi'. Giarratano! s · · case · .rev.~~l. · ~e;. r;n t~ · of · s-U~ : .. __ : .. ·. :: · .. : 
·.· .. ;. ·:,-· .. ··· .. ·--··.· ·.· ····.·:··· ... ·_· :"····. ·.··.· ·· .. ··.--~~- _-:·.:: .... ·_.··.-.·-... :-~ ...... · 

policies. The coUrts have failed in this instance· to strike the · 

proper balance between the need for finality and the need to assure 

that fairness is accorded an individual. The responsibility to 

strike such a balance in Mr. Giarratano's case has passed to, arid 

now rests solely with, the Governor. 

. ·. .~ -

PART FOOR: 

The Power of the Governor to Grant the 
Relief Requested and the Necessity of Doinq So 

Throughout his childhood, forced to endure the unendurable, 

Joe Giarratano was pushed· to the rim of desolation and self-

destruction. But he persisted. on death row, he traveled a 
.· . . . .. 

tortured path of introspe~tion and. discovery·;· rej ect~d a· past 

filled with life's cruelest ·fates and most· bitter circumscriptions,···· .. 

and ultimately came to recognize his own humanity and inherent self 

worth. He liberated himself from the economic, physical and 

emotional ravagement: of the world he inherited to· become. a · sch.olar. 

and mentor·~ ·.inspiring- .those· ·whose lives ·he touch~d. · . Must_ we· .. now ;_.~ -: · _:·: > 
. . . . 

accep1;_ .. the ~~-~~~~e .. ir~ny that . Joe . Giarr?-tano .. struggl_ed .. ~q .. · .. · ... · 

· . .v.alian~iy. to a~hieve .pers_onal redemp~io~_-_.oniy. to·_·;.~~e-.h.~~- l:ff~ -~i.~n..:.:_:;·~·-~:~: 
. . . . . . . . .· . . ,• . .· . : _· . . ·. . ...... . 

~.nuf·fed· o_ut ~hen' it ha~ really just begun? This possibil'ii;y··is_ 

mo~e · re~ucin~nt. in:_·iight. of ~e f~~ts·. ~~t~re -~~ t~day· .. · -F~;~- · w~i1~ 
·.the ,e~ecution- of· a .quil_ty .man .. is lamentable·#. the· exe.cution .of. an·: 

innocent man is-obscene. 

••• • .... •• 0 

We know that Joe's confession of murder and rape is enti~ely 
.. •. : . . • .. • .... . ..... _ • .... : • .• ••• -. • .. :~· ·. ,· .·.:.: •• .. .•-: ... -.- .· ; . :· .. : •... ·:; .• ·•. . -.. ... • . : •. · ..• •• •• • . : •.. «. : ..... '· ~ ... ·: : •.•• ..... .:: .::.• 

unreliable", b_orn .of :anguish·,· aliena.tion _and self~l~atiiing4· ... we. kno.w. 
• • 0 • .. 0 .. • : • .. ~ ..... 

.. .. · 
13 



. ··:-. ... 
•.· - .·· ... 

. . . . . 

that his- trial-was-.unconscionab~-y brie_f _~d i~ .. ~;nation:of the ·:: · .... 

evidendEi ~~~~1;· s~p~~~i~i~i~· -~~:-~~w thaf···~~~ :~. ~fh~i~ ~pi~c~ -~~ ·_.·.<:··_/· 

independent evidence connects Joe to the crime. We know that both 

his past and present character, when properly perceived, and all 

the evidence available to us, in fact, point to his innocence. 

Yet, Joe Giarratano finds himself but days away from execution. 

It will be said that numerous appellate courts have considered 
..... 

his situation, applied the. law~ and allowed to ·continue his 

seemingly inexorable march to the electric chair. Does not the 

collective judgment of these jurists establish his quilt beyond 

reasonable doubt? 

It does not • 

. F~r, :these· ~_ourts,. .. by their own rules., were precluded fro~ .. a ..... 

reexamination, or more precisely a proper examination {since none 

has yet occurred). of the· facts surrounding the murder of Barbara 

Kline and the rape and murder of Michelle Kline. Instead, each 

court of appe~l before which Joe's case ~as appeared merely·has 

. ' 

co~sid~rati.on -~!-the e~i:dence·. 
:: .... 

. .-. · '-~ :. Is_ ··Joe ·Giarratano then: · ineSCorably' ~nsnared_· .. by· the·: ·-viscia:· ·.-. · .. :_ · 

·.' :"~tr~~ds·'.b!'·:~ ·J~~~~iai s~ici~r···~~i·. ~~ ~r "ie~a:t• system-:5·~-.-m~-~plc .. "::·-·· 
..... · .. -. . . 

·in its. ~ocus, so ·mali911ant· in it~ application· that Joe Giarr~tano':s. 
. .. . . .. . . . . . .· . . . . . . - ' 

life is demanded in sacrifice to our adherence to lega~ism over 

justic.e?_ Is his final 
. . . .. 

lies Joseph 

Giarr:atano,· a good m~~' procedurally defaulted"? 
·. 

.·' ·· :, _.,-,_The: found~rs of .. our:_democracy;; the,· framers of: ou-r: f_ederaL ana···... .· 
• • • • : • - -·... • • • • • • .. 0 

. . . 
o I •• , .. : ··. .. . . . .· ... .. . .. . .... . . ..... . 
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state .. constitutions, .v~~ sagacious .enough ~~o-Cl:vo;id .s~~ ·a: :result~:.-·:·::.:·.·,: 

The; ~er~ . ·pr·~~6~~t~: · · ~n~u~h · ·:to ._. ~~~~i~t :-. ~i·~~~an~~~·;.· :·-.th~~~h -~ . ~ ...... 
unforeseeable in specific, in which our legal system would fail to 

produce a just outcome. To avoid the application of such unfair 

and unacceptable consequences, they created a court of last resort. 

And that court, Governor, is you. 

In rejecting monarchy and authoritarianism for democracy and 

r~pUblicanism our ·founding fathers created a system comprised. ~f 

an intricate design of checks and balances, of advice and consent, .. 

of rule by law not man. Governance by consesus. However, they 

carved out one s~gnificant exception. In regard to the 

dispensation of crilllinal sanctions, the denial of individual 

freedom or in .~e.ultilllate, .the state's taking. a hwnan lif~ 1 . th_ey ·-~.· . . . .· . . . . . . . . 

recognized that no. system, regardless of its complexity or 

ingenuity was sufficient to safeguard such essential liberties. 

.... ., 

Consequently they placed_thei~ trust in the final judgment of a_ 

single person, the Chief Executive ~.>f the State. They put. thei:r 

faith in him,· in his ability to. recognize systemic inadequacies,··:·_-·:;.:· 

t.o 
..... 

.identify · in:eqili table verdicts~- tc:> perceive the · ·fail ~r:~ · ·.:b'"f· ~ · ·. 

· .-procedura~. protecti_ons and. to l<Jok beyond ·them. They ·vested . in·_ .. th~--~·:::: ·.: ~ ·· · 

C:ihi.ef --:~~ec~ti~~: e~~~~rdin~ey· p~w~r .. t.:~::ri~h·t:. th~·. ~eng~' ~~-0. ~;o~i·d~ ~-,: ::_).~:.-

eq1.;1i·~Y,.. _to .. rerider. jUstice . . · · · 
. . . . . . 

. ! •••• . ... .•. 

... 
...... 

As the United States Supreme Court explained in Ex Parte 

Grossman, 

Executive clemency exists to afford 
relief from undue harshness or 

..... ~~~dent, mistake .. in. the -operation ar · 
· . . enforcement· of the c~~11:a1 · l·aw .. 

. . "75 
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The· administration of: justic·e :by the-· .. ·. :_ ··· : . .... '· ·.: . . · ·.:·· :-· .· 
·· .. · _: ·. coul:ts . is ·not. always···. wise . or · ··. · _.·. · ·-: ·· .·. · ·:· . .:. :_~,>. · 

ce.rtainly · considerate ·of · · 
circumstances which may properly 
mitigate quilt. To afford a remedy, 
it has always been thought essential 
in popular governments~ as well as 
in monarchies, to vest in some other 
authority than the courts the power 
to ameliorate or avoid particular 
criminal judqmerits. It is a check 
entrusted to the executive for 
special cases. 

The Cod_e of Virginia provid·es: 

In accordance. with the provision of Section 12 
Article V of.the Constitution of Virginia, the 
power to ·commute capital punishment and to 
grant pardons or reprieves is vested in the 
Governor. 

· .... 

Code of_ Virginia Chapter·12 Section 53.1-229 (1988). 

This grant.-of au.thority, which···g:.ives the Governor of Virg . .i_ni~ · . . .. . 

the power to grant executive clemency, including pardons and . · 

commutation of capital punishment, has remained essential·ly 

unchanged since its adoption in the 1870 Virginia Constitution. 2 . 

The authority is fully discretionary and exercisable without 
. . . . 

Executive·. ·· 
.. :· .... · ... · ..... · .... 

0 :·. •• 

clemency is.inherently a matter of grace thereby bestowing upon a 
· ..... · ..... .. . ··: ..... ~·· .; · .. 

.. • - 0 . . 2.· ' . ' 
.··. ··. · ... ·. ··A.E. Howard, Commentaries on· the Constitution of virginia::·.-:: .. ,. 

' 6~2. (1974). . .. 

·.-: 

4 Note, A matter of Life and Death: Due Process Protection 
in Capital Clemency.· Proceedings.,. ·90 Yale .L • .J •. 889 r . 892·. (1981.) .. · 
(citing Spinkellink v. Wainwright, 578 F.2d 582·, 618 ·[5th :Cir. 
1978], cert·denied, 440 u.s. 976 ("clemency decision discretionary 
and 'not the business of judges'"]; Sullivan v. Askew, 348 so·. 2d 

. ~12~ ~15 [Fla.], cert. denied 434 u.s. 878 (1977] ["Legislature.and 
JUd~c~ary·. ~prohibited. from·. encroaching .. on.' ·executive·: c1emenc:y ~· "·- · 
powers"]-)_... : · .·. : _.. · · :-·· ·. . 
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Governor- broad._ d.is~e.tion ·_in __ de~~s~ ·~e: c_~em~cy l- ~d.j::he m~nn_er_. · _ -. ::·.;· .. ;~ 

. .. • .. ..... ••. . .• . .. ·.~: .... .. :. . . .. . . --:··<I .......... · , ... ·: :.; . : ....... :· ~- .:;;_,~ •... · •· . ;_ 
-in which- he. will dispense it. Consequently·, the Gov~~or may 

utilize any information which he chooses in order to make his 

decision, cite any reason as the basis for his decision to qrant 

clemency, a~d craft any relief which he finds to be appropriate 

under the circumstances of any individual case. 

Executive Papers of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, at the 

virginia State Archives, House and Senate Documents for the years 

1900-1990. 

The Supreme Court has recognized the value of executive 

clemency to our system of capital punishment. The Court in Gregg 

v. Georgia5 noted that a system without executive clemency "wo_uld 

be· totally- alien .to our notion of crimi~al justice" and·· declined .. . . . . . . .. 

to hold the discretion inherent in clemency power to violate the 

standards set forth in furman. 6 

Given the breath of your power, it is clear, Governor, that 

you have a wide _ variety of options which you ,may consider in 
t' : •• • 

.devisi~g an -~ppr~priate remedy in the ca:-se of Joseph Giarratano;-:.··'·· . 

u~fo~ttin~t~iy, it -i~ ~~Y-~~d y~~ p~ie~ to ~il~terally _gra~t th~ .,.:_.:·.; 
:: one- remedy··j(:;e .Gi~rtatano :-truly- d~sires-, a· ·new trial ... 'If_-- y~ti_ 'C~uid; .. ·_·:' ' : 

. . . . . . .. . . . . 
·~~rinis~-ibl;-- ·o~-f~~-- s·~:c~- --~~llef~---~~ appll~~t~~~ .for it·. w~~i~- h~~~:·: ·_-_:·_,-:··· 

-_ · -reach~d · yo':U' -.desk ·long ; ago. - -. Ho~ever, . the_ institution··_ ·of . a.: new 
. . . . .. 

trial can only come_about by order of the court, which would arise 
...... .- .. .... 

~- 428 u.s·~ 153, -199- and 2oo· n.so _(1976) 
our.cases suggests that the decision to qrant 
violates the Constitution"). 

. ' . . :-- . ··. - .· ·--· .. . ·•. ... . ~ ..... . . . . . . 

. .. · -... · .. 

("Nothing in· a·ny of_ :- · 
an individual mercy 

. -- • .... g : ••• .... 

6 -.Furman -~ ~ Georgia,. 40S --0-. s. 238 _(_1977} •. 
..... ·· ·.·.•· ... ·. ·::.. ··-

. . . . -· -. . ., 
-. 
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. . ~.either frolD ·an·. admis:sion. of .-tauJ.t 'by' the· A1:,torney· General·:·(whieh · _ _-:_.: _.-···; . 
. . _. . . ·. ·. .. . ·_. . ·_ .... : .-·· .. -.·. :-.-: ---~ _·. _. . : ~- ·-:·. ·. • ... ·;. ~: .. :--· .. _.·::··. 

she ha~ explicitly refused~ or a mot~on on our-part. Due to the·· __ 

compounding of procedural default rule in successive habeas corpus 

petition and the fact that coram nobis is unavailable in Virginia 

as a remedy in this circumstance we ~re virtually prohibited from 

obtaining such writ. 

consequently, we propose a coursl! of action (developed through 

rigorous research ~d_consultation with legal scholars throughout 
. . 

the country) through which you might employ your clemency powers 

to bend an otherwise unbendable system to shape a just result. 

Based upon all you now know about the man, the circumstances of. his 

background and his conviction, and his inability to obtain proper 

.. · 

review· othe-rwise, w~ _urge- you to issue a- ,conditional pard-on: to_-, . 

Joseph Giarratano, conditioning that grant of relief upon: 
. . . . . , . 

(a) The State's right to commence reprosecution of Mr.· 
Giarratano within ninety (90) days of the issuance of 
the pardon, and 

{b) Mr. Giarratano.' s voluntary waiver of all federa·l and 
state protections he possesses against exposure to-do~le 
j uopardy. ~f such a· reprosecution occurs. 

. '. .. . ·•. . . .-- ·. '. . ··: : .• 
. .. 

• • ... • 0• •••• . t - ~ • • 0 ·: • 

. ~i-~_e it-.~s-~c-~ain __ whether .reprosec~tion_would _occur, __ w~at ··-: •.. 

· ·. ·is----cert~in ·-i~ -~at·.- -~i~~r··· the: -~~~~tu~fon;~. a ---~~-,-~ri~~:-.·o~-'~,~~:~·-;:.;·::/_ 
• • .. • " ... • .... •• • • •. • ~ • •• : •• • 0 ...... 

pardori~ng of a. condemned' man' 'is ··uneq~.iivocally more: just." than the:· 
• • • • : • • •• • 0 • • 0 ·... :· • • • • • • ••••• 0 • • • : :. • ... • • _. ..... : :. • :0~ . : 0 •• 

e~ecution of an i~o~ent man' or one: whose guilt has not properly . 

been. es:tablished· •. . , · ... ·. 

Thus ·fa-r,: in·d~scussing·the pardon-power we· have focused 

on what is known as an absolute pardon. An ~sol~~e p_ardon gives 

•. ·t~~ --~r~t~~ hi~ :~~~~~m: ;.~ an ~~nd~ti~MJ: : ~:.r·:· ': ~e.~:: ~;e~'. ·; ,· 3 
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pardons_,. h:O~~v~r, .. th~~ ·do !lo~ grant: ·freedom ~~-l~tel!, .b,~ _:ra~er·. _:_:_,~-~ ·.: .. 

-~~f-~r ~~r~ 'i~i"ted. ~eliei ~i:mdi-~icin~d-·ori -fh~ ~te~ -~cc~pti~g: so~~-. . :· :" .. 

restriction of freedom. This exercise of the executive clemency 

power is known as the conditional pardon. 

conditional pardon has traditionally been used as integral to 

the dispensation of clemency by _the Chief Executive or Monarch. 
-

According to English common law sch~lar Blackstone: 

Th~ King extends his m~rcy upon what terms he 
pleases; arid may annex to his bounty a 
condition either precedent or subsequent, on 
performance whereof the validity of the pardon 
will depend • • • · 

Blackstone Commentarie§, Book at 401 (Cooley, 4th ed. 1899). 

The President of the United States derives his conditional 

pardon power _from ~e broad mandate set. fo~ in _Article II of :the. _: _ _. ·. · · 

constitution. The Court made this clear in Hoffa v. Saxbe, 378 F. 
. . 

supp. 1221, 1234. (D.o.c. 1974): "We think that the history and 

nature of the pardoning power has always contemplated the type of 
• 

broad discretion which would permit the repository of the power to 

devise and 'attach lawfui 'conditions 'to. its clemency and t~ o'{f~r 

.the ~ame'to ~~--cl~~~;~---appiican~···" see_also Schick v~- .Re~d,::4{'~--- · . 
... • • •• ~ :. • •• ; : # ••• 

. · . 

-~ . 

come -tO. know . as. parole. anci'. commutation'! ·They· are. actua1-ly _._forms __ ·-.···:. . . . . . . . . . 
of conditional pardon. ·For example, a governor or pardon board 

.- m~y .. off~r. i~~diate. ;~I~as~·: .to a co~vi~t i~ .ex~~ange .·: f·c;i· hi_s . 
. . 

willingness to remain within a specific area, report.to a parole 

·.qfflce~,. 'limit ~is: .associations,. et-c .. :;. o~ .a .condelll;Iled_.man._may_ -ha..ve 
. . . . . . .· . . . . 

· ... · .. 

/ 

. . .. . 
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. his life· spared. 0 if. he_ .·is wi;ti~q _t~ ac::c;:ept a.·life. sen~ence. i~ iieu :" 0: . :: 
• • • • • • • : • • • • • • • : I • .. ; • • • • • • • o •. .. .• • • ••. • ••• • : : •. • • • .• • • • ~ ":_ • • • • I •: • ~·. • • 

of ~~ectition. HoffA v,-"Saxbe, 37·8 F. Supp •. at"1232.' ·!" 

Indeed the conditions governors have devised are remarkably 

varied. A short list includes: that the grantee will (1) net use 

intoxicating liquors7, Arthur v. eraig, 48 Iowa '-64, (---); (2) be 

under the supervision of the pardon and. parole board, a Re McKinney, 

32 Del. 434, 138 A. 649 ( ____ ) ; ( 3) remain on good behavior 

20 S.E.2d 69 (----); (4) pay the expense of his trial,· People 

v. Marsh, 125 Mich. 410, 84 N.W. 4'?2 . ( ___ ); (5) pay a fine, 

Harrell v. Mount at ----; ( 6) pay restitution to the 

government, 10 Bradford v. u.s., 47 ct. ·Cl. 141 (1911); (7) leave 

.. ·. . 

. the . state· ;or. county ~he~e ·. the. crime . occurred,. Com v. · Haggerty-, · · · :. ·. 
• 0 

. (1869) 4 Brewst. (Pa.) 326; Cacherdi v. Rhodes, 560 F. Supp. 1010 

(S. o. Ohio 1982); or (8) spend the duration of a sentence in a city 

jail rather than the state penitentiary, Lee v. Murphy, 63 va. 789 

( ___ ) or be confined to a mental hospital. Ex Parte Davenport,. 
. ·-

Tex. Crim~ Rep._. __ , 7 s·.w.2d-~89 (1927). 
-. 0 .... ,· .. · . ·J:-· ...... · ... 

:. 7 . See Interview_: w~1:b Miss· Martha ·B~ll Conway,· Secretiry···ot·· ... .-·· .. ·: . 
. t~e Commonwea~~'- in Ric:hmond·1: Viiginia,: .. Feb-.. :,20, :.l96~ .. cited .in.2_6·:··.·. :.:·:. 
Washington . and. Lee Law Review. at JlZ. ·. · · . . · ·. . · .. · .. · · · 

.. : 
0 • 

... 
·· .. 

8
·· ~.also Canway interview., cited in 26. Washiligton and ·Lee· 

Law Review at 312. · · · · · · · 

9 . 
. ~ also. Conway int,erview, cited in 2 6 .Washinaton .. and Lee 

Law Rev~ew at 312. 
10 . . 

S~e also Conditional pardon to CUrtis Adams. in List of 
Pardons, Commutations, Reprieves And Other Forms of Clemency, va. . 

· s • :·· po~ .. NC.i-2 . at: .. 6 .. _. (1966) ~ . ·cited. in-.. =26 .Washington· .and ·Lee "'Law._:.·: ... :-· 
.· .Rev~ew at ·3~2 ·• ·= · . : :·· · ··. · . : ·: .. . ·.. ~ . . .· •.. ; :· 

., 
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. .-·An examinatioi1· of unusual and creative conditions· precedent ... ·:. ·. 

a~d· s..ibs~~~nt: for ·the. gr~~~q·:_of :·_a_. ~a:rdo~~ · d~~~~tr~~·e·s,,:~~~>··.·· :::-.·. 

genius of placing in a single person, the Chief Executive, the 

final opportunity to produce justice as he sees fit. For he can 

tailor a remedy which is totally specific to the situation. He can 

do so without the burdensome bureaucracy of the legislature or the 

parame~:ers of precedent which inhibit the judiciary. 
. . 

As ·the Hoffa court in~tructs us, 

Indeed the lack of precedent regard.i.ng similar 
condition tells us very little about the nature 
of the pardoning power itself inasmuch as the 
lack of precedent can just as easily be 
explained by the fact that the unique 
circumstances of plaintiff Hoffa 1 s case are 
unlikely to have ever before presented 

· themselves. In any event we can not decide the 
. ~:t:oad issue .presented here. on the basis of. the.·. 
lack ·of a· similar condition in past practice, 
for to make lack of precedent a ground for 
attacking a' condition· would forever. prevent 
the President from shaping the conditions of 
his pardon or commutation to meet the precise 
exigencies of the clemency applicant. 

Hoffa v. Saxbe, 378.F. Stipp. 1232, n.37. 

.· 

. .. •. 

rn keeping . with this tradition,· the Virginia Constitution·.·.': .. 

best~ws upon the Governor almost unlimited authority in · ~r~~ti."ng· -:.- ... : 

·reC;rtitrements ... for . conditional ·.pardons. . { Parenthet~cally ;. ·we- :weuld , ·: ... ·. :· 

·. ii~e· .,to. poin~_..:-~~t 'tlii·t vi,rgiri·i~·· g~vernoi-s. have· Ci~m~n~t-iat~d · ~~b/ ·:. ~~·- ·,-· .. 
. . . .... .. . . 

ov~rw~e~ming endorsemel)t of. ·conditional pardon. versus· ~solute ·. ·. _.,_: 
•. 

pardon. According _to a 1969 Washington and Lee Law Review (2·.6 

.·Wash.' -~nd. Le~,. ~t :J~). 7_6·· p~~cent:-of.ali pard~ns. g~~nted. by Vl~glnl~ 
Governors are conditional ·in nature.) Moreover, since 1872 wh~n 

the-··Virginia· ~~nstituti.on ·was modified·. to· ·reflect its . . . . .• . . .. . . 

. .J .. 
81. 

eurrent·.·. . . 
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languaqe, the. only_. lilllita~.i~ . ever p~a-~e!i :· o~. ~e·; .t~e ... _.q~ .. : .· .. i._:.:.-.= 
c~~d~ti~ns. ~e Gav~~~; ~ay._reQui~~ ~f the. ~~ant~e 6£ .. a. c·o_ri~iti~ila:i · .. ,···: ;.··· 

pardon are that the conditions not be ."immoral, illegal or 

impossible of performance." Wilborn v. Saunders ___ Va. ___ , 195 

S.E. 723, 725 (1938).
11 

Joe Giarratano is petitioning you to grant him a conditional 

pardon, conditioning this relief upon: 

(a) The Commonwealth's right to commence reprosecution 
of Mr. Giarratano within ninety (90) days of the 
issuance of the pardon, and 

(b) His voluntary waiver of all federal and state 
protections he possesses against exposure to double 
jeopardy if such a reprosecution occurs. 

We will now examine the propriety of this re~est in light of 

•" . . : 

the test. enunc~ated . by the Virginia, Supreme ~urt on Wilborn,·· ... · :. 

supra. Specifically,· does the condition set forth above require·· 

Mr. Giarratano to perform an act which is "(1) immoral, (2) 

illegal, or (3) impossible"? 

Obvi~usly we can dismiss the impossibility issue since. Mr •. 
... .... . . 

Giarratano has already tendered his waiver • .·. · .. ·=·. 
. · .. 

Mcirali.ty i.s a .. subj~ct best dealt wi.th by. phiiosopherS; 'o~ .. :.:• ·' · .. 

c"lerics~·· .··However I ·it··.would ··seem that one" would· be ·hard· .pr~~S~Q ~-~9_ .. :·: .; .,.. ·.· 
. . . .. . .· .· . . .. . .. 

-------"'---·_:..._· •• _._. • •: • •• : • •o ' • • • -~ • • •.a • • •" ·.~ •" ,..• : • •• • •. : .• • • •.•: •" .. ·.~: 

11 Other-· states -have:. silidlar standards for adj.udicatinq, the , 
validity.·of-.. ~ .sond.itional. pardon.· see cacher.di v. Rhodes, .. 5-6-0 ·F.·.·:. · . 
Supp. 1010, · 1013· · (S. o. ·Ohio 1982) • In ·cacherdi, ·the· plaintiff.· · · · . 
argued that the condition~. leaving the state, placed on his parol~ 

. WeiS b~yond.: the .scope. o! executi.ve _power in· Ohio •. In f.inding that. ... · .. 
"this claim . was . without substance; . the . court apPlied. a . test" ..... ,. 
analoqous·.to the. test applied by the Wilborn ·court: "A·. condition. · 
'?f co;nmutation decreed by the governor will ordinarily ncit be 
7nv<;lll.~a"ted by the state courts unless it is found to be illegal; 

.· -l.~possible e>~-.-:_pe:t:.f.ormanc.e-.-or :,contrary .. to· publi.c- policy,.·" : Cacherdi. ·:.·,- . 
. v. Rhodes ... 560·. F .... ~upp. at· .. 1.013-~: · · .: .. · · · .· . ·. ·. ... .. · · -:.·._.·· ... ·.--~~ .·: .. 

. : 
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.. . ~argu~ that Mr·~. ~-~a~~~-~ s reque~t iS:·~~~_l_ since. ·it :~~ d~si~~d-- . .:-.~ : .. _"; __ .::. 
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0 

• • 0 • • • • • • • •• 0 • • • • • : • 0.. .. 0 ••• • • ••• 

to spa;·e him "!ro:r.i death, and afford him the opportunity_ to obtain 

a new trial and his freedom if he is found not quilty or if the 

state fails to reprosecute. 

we turn then to our final prerequisite under the Wilborn test. 

Is the waiver of double jeopardy protections illegal? Clearly, 

such an act violates no Virginia statute. Consequently, any claim 
. . .. 

of illegality would turn on a constitutional prohibition. 

conditional pardons, by nature, infringe on cons '::i tutional 

rights. Cacherdi v. Rhodes, supra, (right to travel); Hoffa v. 

Saxbe, 378 F. supp. 1221 (D.D.C. 1974) (right of association); 

People v. Mason, 488 P. 2d 630, --cal---, ---cal--- ( ) (freedom. 

"from. unreasonable ·s·earch and· :seizure). . . ._ .. .. ~ 

. ,._ . .. 

Consider, for example, the common condition of requiring th~· .-

grantee to leave the jurisdiction :n exchange for a pardon. In 

Virginia, this practice has been accepted and frequently used by 

its governors. 26 .Washington & tee Law Review at 312, citing_ List. 

o.f Pardons, Commutations and Other. F<?rms of Clemency, Va~ S. Doc..... · 
:· • ••• o. •. • • 0. • . . .. . . •• • ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . ~ . • . ~.. : • . •• 0; . .. . .: 

No. 2 at 6 (~968); Pardons of Clarence Williams (no return to . 

. . .. cou~ty} ~and o.1rtis Ad~~. 6~6· return. to·· state)·-. Undollbt"ediy I a.::n~~:·:: ._ : · ... 
,· • •• : .• • : •••• ,·. • ••• :·. •• : 0·... 0 • 0 •• "o.. ·:: . •• -~.. •• • ••·. .. . • • • • o, ~ -: •••• -. • •• · ... : o'- •••• 

. .. 
return a condition on a . pardon inf.ringes on a nwnber of. 

•• • 0 ..: .· .· 

constitutional grantees-, .-including the right of a:citizen-to ·trave-l:··· 
.. 0 • • • .. • 0 0 • 0 • 

· .. 
from state to state and freedom of association. 12 The common . . . . . 

0 • ••• 

~ •• 0 0 • . : : :: .... ·:~ .. .-· .. .... • ; 0 '" • '! 0.: •• 

. . ... 
12 

In Cacherdi v. Rhodes, supra, the court considered-whether 
. . WCi_iver .. of. the rights of travel and association can be a valid 

. c::cndit_ion. in "exC'h~nge··:·.for ·. commtitatiori.-- releasing.··:·qraneee. ·f~m··. ····-. .-_-:_. 
J.ncarceration.~ · ·In ·cacherdi, .. plai~tiff. was convicted ·in .1.9-71. of·=-· :· . .. : 

.. 
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-thread that·· .con~titutiona.lly: permits waiver of·· these·,. ·an.d· ... other·.·: . · ._.:: ;.. 
. .• . . . ·. •: 

right~, is ·-that-~~- cirantee has consented to be .. ~tripped of. his·.· 

protections. The grantee, therefore, has allowed the infringement 

of his rights in exchange for a benefit. 

It is apparent from the many examples of the permissible 

waivers of constitutional rights cited above that any assertion 

that the waiver of double jeopardy rights is illegal would require 

one to establish that double jeopardy protections fall into a class 

numerous charges and sentenced to a term of 20-50 years 
imprisonment. In 1979, the Ohio Parole Board recommended that the 
governor of Ohio commute Plaintiff's sentence to a term of 12-50 
years, thus making plaintiff eligible for immediate parole. Before 
action was taken on the recommendation, plaintiff wrote the 
governor indicating that he would leave the state if released. In 
1980, :the governor commuted plaintiff's sentence as. recommended ... 
with the condition that plaintiff not return to Ohio until the 
maximum term of his sentence had run. Plaintiff accepted the 
condition in writing. He was released and took up residence in 
Indiana. Cacherdi v. Rhodes at ____ _ 

Eight weeks later plaintiff applied to the Ohio Parole Board 
for permission to return to the state so that.he could spend the 
Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays with his fiancee. The·Parole 
Board denied this request. Plaintiff filed suit asking that ·the. 
condition be.nullified. ~at 1011-1013. Plaintiff's objection 
to the conditional commutation included that·the condition violated·.·: .. : 
his individual rights ·of association, freedom from cruel. and· 

.. unusual p~nishment, travel and his right' to due process. . .. :: 

. : · ·. · .Tli~ : :·:s~~~~ .. ·a~~~~-·.· ... ~~~-. pl~l~tlf~ · · ·. c~~d ·. ··n~t :: ~~aim· ~~~ .'~: ~-.: :--. : ." 
co.nsti tutional rights ·because. he had validly waivgd ·. their ·: ·· · 

·· protections by· signing the commutation and· parole agreement. · IsL:. · 
at 101·6-. · .Clearly·: ackriowledging that . a "no return"· ·clause·. 
implicates a·· nwnber of important constitutional guarantees, the 
court nonetheless held against plaintiff finding that he had •no 

. ~n~e~-e~t. consti tuti9nal ·right. to be conditionally _released -befo;r.e . ·.:. · .... 
the expiration of a validly imposed sentence. 11 ~ at 1015. 
Moreover, "once released on parole, a convict may not·be enti~led 
to the full range· of rights accrued by other citizens . and. the 
goverrunent may impose upon the parolee certain conditions· of 

:· · ~ib7~Y·. which:.".would ·be· ~constitutional if· applied·: to.·.·ordinar.y:: --~ . :: 
~~~~v~duals •. ". M.:_. _ .· .. · .. · · ·· ..... 
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of.riqllts -so unusua~_~d--ertra~ary that they canriot.··_be_-waiyed'~:- :. ; ~-
. . - . . . - . . - . ·. . . . .· . - . . . . : . - . . . . .. :. ~ . ;. .. ..... :: .·:·- --~-.-

Fortun~tely ihere is a significant body of case law,._~includinq. 

a recent~y decided United States Supreme Court decision, which 

expressly holds that the constitutional guarantee against double 

jeopardy can be waived. 

In p.s. ·Broce, 488 u.s. _, 102 L.Ed.2d. 927 (1989) the 

supreme court noted that "our intervening decision in Ricketts v. 

Adamson, 483 U.S. 1, _____ , 97 L.Ed.2d. 1, 107 s.ct 2860 (1987), 

mad~ clear that the protection against double jeopardy is subject 

to waiver." Similarly, in Hoffer v. Morrow, 797 F.2d 348, 350 

(7th cir. 1986), the court explained "You can waive the defense of 

double jeopardy like other constitutional defenses." ~ also, 

Hoffav. s-axbe, .378 __ :p_~·- Supp •. at 124013 ·_ (finding that while.Mr-~. · ... 

Hoffa's Fifth Amendment guarantees were infringed, it was a-

permissible exercise of executive power in that Mr. Hoffa also 

agreed and benefited from the conditional commutation) • · 

Clearly then., there is ample authority for the proposition 

13 In. Hoffa v. Saxbe, former Teamster President, Ji~y-·Ho'tf:~· .·y·--- ...•. 

challenged _the terms ·of _a conditional commutation .that was ·. 
operationai -·in h1s ·early release· ·from federal prison. Hoffa.··wa·s·: :·· :.: ' . 
origina~~y sente-nc:ed· to· a·:.term of· 13 ·years' in· prison •. :. Mr-.• ·Hot;a.•s· ··: .= : . .. · ." 
term was' commute~ to six and one ha.l:-f years allowing" him· tO' be . . .. 
releas.ed early; ··As. a ·condition to the commutation, Mr-. ·Ho~fa was · ·. · 
required "not ·to engage iil· dir:ect ·or indirect· management ·of·· anY:-;··· . .-:· . 
labor organizations prior to March 6, 1980. Hoffa v. Saxbe, 378 ·· 
F. Supp at 1221. 

--. Aft_~r- hi~, re~e~~~- ··.pursuant t~ ·.the· ~~mmutati~~ ·· Mr·.- ·:,H~ff~ ·: .· . 
. · chall·enged the condition_ claiming ·that it "unlawfully infringes on·.- ·. 

his First Amendment rights of speech and association, amounts to 
aqditional punishment and a bill of attainder, as well as. 
c_-?ntraveninq ·the double: 'jeopardy· clause,·· all_·in ··vi~lation··. of':tl?.e · _··.·.· :· 
F~fth Amendment-... 378 .. F. Supp. at 1225.. . . . · · · .·. ·. . · · ... .-.. --.-: : .. ·· :·> · 

.·. ': .. ·.·. ·as 



. : . . ... -··. ;.:· .· ....... .. ·- •. - ...... _ .. : :,·-........ · .. ·· ... -... - ...... ~- ...... ·-.. - ;; :- .. :· , ... . ..... · ... 

protection. 

However, even without such precedent, one may easily perceive 

the illoqic of a system which would allow the waiver of rights of 

travel, and free association and disallow waiver of double jeopardy 

protection. such rights as the right to travel and to associate 

affect the day to day existence of every individual in the nation 

while double jeopardy touches only previously tried criminal 

defendants. 

It is apparent therefore that the three pronged test in 

Wilborn, supra is unmistakably satisfied. The condition in 

question is "not immoral, illegal or impossible." 

The Public Interest 

As the Governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia, you have the 

duty not only to protect the rights of the individual, but also to 

safeguard the best interests of society at large. . Every 

gubernatorial act sends a signal to each c~nstituent. . . ··• 

What message is put. forth .. bY granting the conditional pardon 
... 

Mr,. . G i~r~tano seekS?. :.· .· ;. · _:. ·. · · .· 
·• ·: ~. . ..· ... 

.. ·· 

Let us examine the potential results of the pardon he 

requests. 

(1) The Commonwealth retries Mr. Giarratano and he is found 

not guilty. Then Governor, you will have saved the life of an 

innocent man. 

(2) The State retries Mr. Giar:·atano and he is found guilty. 
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... -··· . .• 

. :·; ,. . ... .. . . 

In this :case, ··you wii"l·have."p~ot~cte4 the ess~ntial . ."Ccristitu~ioJ:iai·. :--,: · .. ·:~· 

r~~~t :t~ ~- t~ir: ·t~~~i •.. Yo~ -~ill :have. don~. ~i~· ~ith·. Do- ri-~·k·: ~:.--~=· •.·-.:· .. 

public safety. For Mr. Giarratano is willing to remain 

incarcerated during the time period subsequent to the grant of 

conditional pardon and the conclusion of the new trial. 

since Virginia history is replete with instances where 

gove~nors have conditionally pardoned individuals who thereby have 

obtained their immediate release, it has expressed its willingness 

to risk their participation in society at large to serve the 

overall purpose of equal justice. We are consequently in an s 

fortiori situation relative to the typical situation. The 

conditional pardon requested by Mr. Giarratano requires no such 

z::isk. ·. . .... .. . . -:. .. . ; .. ·. 

(.3) The prosecution, in its discretion, declines to retry Mr. 

Giarratano. This will establish the fact that the original 

prosecution was fatally flawed and never should have occurred. 

For, there was no evidence that was available for the Commonwealth 

at the original .tria~.'. whi~~ would not be· availabl~ at a retr_ia·l; 
. .... . . . . . . . . · .... _·. ·: ·.·. · ... _:. · .. ·. · .. ·· ··:. •; ... · .. 

except I perhaps I for Mr. Giarratano Is wholly unreliable . and . 

.• 

· ·co~fab~iated·· · ·c:onf~s~ion. · ·No: witnesses h~ve · d.i~C3: ·c;:r: ·· ;;tberil:~.i·:_-.::· ._..:.· 
f~i"i~~-··~,~~;~d '=th~:. ;;~-~~ ---~~:-.th~·:p·~~~~c;ti6~: ·. N~ ~~i·:· ;vid~~~~·;_:~~~\-:-~: ~> 

. . .. · ... '. 
. . . 

exceeded its ··shel.f. life·~-··~ Their .. case, but ··for. :tne·· above cited · .. :·~ .;. 

exception, remains intact. 
~. ·.: .. . "·':. . . . . . .. . . .·.· · .. 

If _;he-Commonweal~. is unable to reprosecute, due to Lack of 

evidence, Mr. Giarratano will not have the opportunity to establish 
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.· 
: -.. ·. . . ·. ... . . . . ; 

· .. further ~car~era~ion:.of· ~ incUvidual-.~~~se- guilt.- ha-~:. not~- b~en--· --_.· .· 

~r~~e~~~ ~~t~i~~he.ci b-~y~n~---r~~so·~~l:e _:~oubt. --~- -~ ;.fa~l t~;r~e_. ~~f~-~ ~:_~:- ·_ ;_.· 
Any of the three potential outcomes will serve the c~use of 

justice with no risk to the people of Virqinia. 

consequently, we urqe you to conditionally pardon Mr. 

Giarratano 

.... ·.·. ·. 

. ·: ... :' .. .. . · .. · .. 
• •• .- 4 •• 

Respectfully submitted, 
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